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UNITED STATES DISTRICT COURT 
FOR THE WESTERN DISTRICT OF WISCONSIN 

 
 
 
MILLERCOORS, LLC, 
 
                              Plaintiff, 
 
                                  v. 
 
ANHEUSER-BUSCH COMPANIES, LLC, 
 
                              Defendant. 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
Case No.  19-cv-00218___ _______________ 
 
 
 
 

 
 

DECLARATION OF RYAN REIS IN SUPPORT OF MILLERCOORS, LLC’S MOTION 
FOR A PRELIMINARY INJUNCTION 

 
 I, Ryan Reis, declare as follows: 

1. I am the Vice-President of the Coors Family of Brands for MillerCoors, LLC 

(“MillerCoors”).  I make this declaration in support of MillerCoors Motion for a Preliminary 

Injunction.  I make this declaration of my own personal knowledge based on years of experience 

at MillerCoors and in the beer industry generally, and on information and belief based on review 

of materials and documentation where indicated.  If called as a witness, I could and would testify 

competently to the truth of the matters set forth herein. 

2. I have a Bachelor of Arts degree in Marketing and International Business from the 

University of Wisconsin-Madison, and a Masters degree in Business Administration from 

Northwestern University’s Kellogg School of Management.  

3. I have worked for many years in marketing and brand management roles, and I 

first joined MillerCoors in 2008 as a Senior Brand Manager for Miller Lite.  I was later promoted 

to Director on Miller Lite.  Thereafter, I was a Sales Team Lead for almost two years, the Senior 
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Brand Director for the Miller Family of Brands for almost four years, Vice President of Field 

Marketing for almost another four years, and approximately five months ago I was promoted to 

my current position, in which I lead the full marketing team for MillerCoors largest brand, 

Coors. I am currently based in Chicago, Illinois. 

4. In my current role at MillerCoors, and in past roles at Unilever, I have managed 

and continue to manage advertising, planning, packaging, innovations, and digital marketing for 

large brands, some of which were $2B in sales per year.  I have extensive experience with brand 

management and marketing at MillerCoors, and I have played an integral role in recent 

advertising campaign launches. I also regularly review industry-wide statistics on marketing and 

branding, which include statistics on MillerCoors and its competitors, like Anheuser-Busch 

Companies, LLC’s (“AB”). I know firsthand how important branding is for a company—

especially one that has existed for over one-hundred years. 

5. MillerCoors has a long history of beer making.  Miller Brewing was started in 

1855 by Frederick Miller, who studied the making of beer for years; Coors Brewing Company 

was started by Adolph Coors in Colorado in 1873. Both brands—Miller and Coors—have been 

mass-marketed since the early 1900s.  Miller launched Miller Lite in 1975, and Coors launched 

Coors Light in 1978. They were two of the world’s first light beers. MillerCoors was created in 

2008 as the U.S. joint venture between the owners of the Miller Brewing Company and the 

Coors Brewing Company. Per records I reviewed from the State of Delaware’s Department of 

State, MillerCoors, LLC is a limited liability company organized and existing under the laws of 

the State of Delaware, with its principal place of business located at 250 South Wacker Drive, 

Suite 800, Chicago, Illinois 60606-5888. 
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6. MillerCoors prides itself on innovation in manufacturing and high-quality 

ingredients and processing techniques. As early as 1884, Coors owned patents related to beer-

making. And in 1886, Miller pasteurized beer for the first time, becoming one of the first 

breweries in the world to use the new technology developed by Louis Pasteur in France in the 

late 1860s. Before the turn of the century, Miller was already using mechanical refrigeration.  

And Bill Coors was the driving force behind inventing and commercializing the recyclable (2-

part) aluminum can in 1959, changing how we all drink beverages today.  

7. In addition to this constant and consistent innovation, MillerCoors has expended 

billions of dollars since inception on the branding and marketing of its products.  

8. Since the mid-1970s, MillerCoors has sold billions of dollars-worth of both Coors 

Light and Miller Lite beer throughout the United States, and the brands have become two of 

MillerCoors flagship beers. 

9. MillerCoors has widely and extensively advertised and promoted the beers sold 

under the Miller Lite name since 1975, and Coors Light since 1978 in the United States. 

10. The annual investment in advertising and promoting the beers sold under the 

Coors Light and Miller Lite brands in the United States has exceeded hundreds of millions of 

dollars per year for the past ten years. Before that, MillerCoors made advertising and 

promotional expenditures on a yearly basis that were equivalent in today’s dollars. 

11. Miller Lite and Coors Light have the second and third-highest market share 

among American light beers, respectively.  

12. As in all marketing and branding, consumer perception and brand awareness are 

essential.  MillerCoors goes to great lengths to promote its products—through a variety of 
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mediums, including television, radio, print, out-of-home, social media, and other forms of 

traditional and digital media.  And we like to know why our customers buy products marketed 

under our brands.  Among the many factors that we measure and analyze, we have found that 

some of the key reasons our customers buy Miller Lite and Coors Light are because they are: 1) 

authentic, 2) a good value, 3) of high-quality, and 4) refreshing.  

13. AB is a multinational beverage company that sells numerous products, including 

Bud Light Beer. AB’s Bud Light product has the highest market share among American light 

beers, and AB sells Bud Light in Wisconsin and the Western District of Wisconsin, in quantities 

that are significant enough that Bud Light products are commonly available in restaurant, bars, 

and stores throughout Wisconsin and the Western District of Wisconsin. Per records I reviewed 

from the State of Delaware’s Department of State, Anheuser-Busch Companies, LLC is a limited 

liability company organized and existing under the laws of the State of Delaware, with its U.S. 

headquarters located in St. Louis, Missouri. 

14. AB recently launched an extensive advertising campaign on television and other 

media that makes misleading claims about the use of corn syrup in Miller Lite and Coors Light 

(“the Campaign”).  This Campaign strikes at the essence of these key factors that drive 

consumers to purchase Miller Lite and Coors Light. 

15. AB’s false and misleading Campaign makes it seem as though customers are 

drinking corn syrup when they drink Miller Lite or Coors Light. Not only is this false and 

misleading (corn syrup is only used in the fermentation process and is not present in the final 

product), but it causes customers to question and doubt the contents and authenticity of the 

Miller Lite and Coors Light products and brands. Brands only succeed on consumer trust.  If trust 
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in a product is shaken, then a brand will suffer. 

16. AB’s false and misleading Campaign also undermines the good value customers 

believe they are receiving when they purchase Miller Lite and Coors Light.  Both Miller Lite and 

Coors Light are our hallmark premium light beer offerings.  Customers buy them because of 

their taste and good value.  AB’s false claims about the products using corn syrup—an ingredient 

closely associated with high-fructose corn syrup, which is notorious for being an inexpensive 

additive sweetener—cheapens the perceived value proposition of Miller Lite and Coors Light. 

Because of AB’s Campaign, customers will now think that the good value they receive is due to 

inferior or cheaper ingredients, which is patently false.   

17. This is in part because there is an ongoing controversy whether HFCS, but not 

corn syrup, is linked to certain health problems, including obesity, diabetes, heart disease, and 

cancer; and whether HFCS, but not corn syrup, is unsafe and unhealthy. See Rippe, J. and 

Ascension, M., Controversies about sugars consumption: state of science, 55 EUR. J. NUTR. 

2016; (Suppl. 2): 11-16, at 11 (“Few topics in nutrition generate more controversy and debate 

than the putative associations between added sugars and health.”), a true and correct copy of 

which is attached hereto as Exhibit 1.  

18. In fact, in response to the initial outcry over its Campaign, AB openly stated on 

social media that it views corn syrup as “less expensive” and only used to “save money.”  A true 

and correct copy of AB’s public statement on social media describing corn syrup as a cheaper 

ingredient is attached as Exhibit 2. And AB even goes as far to call Coors Light and Miller Lite 

“Value Beers,” which further embeds its false claims that these MillerCoors products are cheap.  

See Exhibit 3, a true and correct copy of a flyer from an AB-distributor in Beloit, Kansas.  
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Misleading and disparaging statements like these cause our customers to question and doubt the 

good, actual value they are receiving when they buy Miller Lite or Coors Light.  

19. Another significant factor of our customers’ purchasing decisions is that Miller 

Lite and Coors Light are of high-quality. But if MillerCoors customers believe that they are not 

receiving an authentic product that is a good value, as they have been mistakenly led to believe 

by this AB Campaign, then they will also question the high quality of Miller Lite and Coors 

Light. 

20. Finally, customers buy beer that is refreshing, and that is one of the main reasons 

our customers buy Miller Lite and Coors Light.  High-Fructose Corn Syrup has been so vilified 

in the beverage market over the past few years that it has become synonymous with “corn 

syrup”—though they are starkly different substances.  As a result, customers have a visceral 

aversion to it and its omnipresence in sodas and sports drinks. By falsely implying that Miller 

Lite and Coors Light contain corn syrup, AB is associating our products with an unappealing 

substance that will undermine customers’ impressions that Miller Lite and Coors Light are 

refreshing. 

21. If our customers fail to see Miller Lite and Coors Light as authentic, a good value, 

of high-quality, and refreshing, they will likely stop buying our products. AB’s false and 

misleading Campaign undermines these key purchasing factors, and as such, damages and will 

continue to cause irreparable damage to our brands, especially Miller Lite and Coors Light. 

22. Further, it is said that beer marketing is partly like marketing a consumer product 

(like a toothpaste), and partly like marketing a lifestyle brand (like a clothing company).  What 

you hold in your hand says a lot about you.  It is not a private and internal decision.  People 
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notice your choice of beer and comment on it.  AB’s claims about the ingredients in Miller Lite 

and Coors Light create a question in the mind of a potential drinker who wonders what others 

will say or think about their choice of beer badge. If consumers are embarrassed to be seen 

holding a Miller Lite or Coors Light because of the false marketplace impression created by AB, 

that the products contain corn syrup, they will cease buying the products.  AB’s Campaign has 

caused and will continue to cause direct damage to our sales and reputation. 

23. Like many leading brands, MillerCoors regularly tracks and monitors the cost of 

paid media and the behavior of our competitors, including AB.  Based upon our media research 

and publicly-available information, this year’s Super Bowl LIII advertising commanded between 

$5.1-5.3 million dollars per 30 seconds of media placement, not including extensive production 

costs. 

24. Based upon our media research, MillerCoors estimates that AB spent the 

following amounts for the commercials they ran during Super Bowl LIII, including those aired to 

launch the AB Campaign: 

a. ABI ran a total of 7 commercials during Super Bowl LIII, and spent an 
estimated $48.875 million in media placement costs.   
 

b. Of those 7 commercials, four were for Bud Light, which carried an estimated 
$21.25 million price tag for media placement costs alone. 
 

c. The 3 commercials aired to launch AB’s Campaign included the following 
estimated costs: 
 
i. “Special Delivery” is a 60-second television commercial that first aired 

during the first quarter of Super Bowl LIII.  Based upon the estimated 
average cost per 30-second commercial and the premium placement of this 
commercial, the media placement costs for the “Special Delivery” 
commercial likely exceeded $10 million. Attached hereto as Exhibit 4 is a 
true and correct copy of an AB commercial entitled “Special Delivery,” 
available online at https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=LkHvj_KEHBk (as 
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of Mar. 18 2019).1  I am aware that the “Special Delivery” commercial 
first aired nationwide during Super Bowl LIII, including within Wisconsin 
and the Western District of Wisconsin. 
 

ii. The two 15-second commercials entitled “Trojan Horse Occupants: 
Whispering Beer Ingredients” and “Shop Talk/Medieval Barbers” aired 
later during the Super Bowl LIII broadcast likely exceeded $5 million in 
media placement costs. Attached as Exhibit 5 is a true and correct copy of 
an AB commercial entitled “Medieval Barbers” available online at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=REgmqFc0lVI (as of Mar. 18 2019); 
attached as Exhibit 6 is a true and correct copy of an AB commercial 
entitled “Trojan Horse Occupants” available online at 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=IFaEPxojZ7U (as of Mar. 18 2019). 
 

iii. The combined media placement costs for the three AB Campaign 
commercials that attacked Coors Light and Miller Lite and aired during 
the Super Bowl LIII broadcast likely exceeded $15 million. 
 

The Special Delivery commercial, which aired to nearly 100 million people during the Super 

Bowl, quickly became one of the night’s most talked-about advertisements, with some observers 

hailing it as an advertising touchdown. See, e.g., Johnson, “2019 Super Bowl Commercials 

Ranked,” (giving Bud Light’s “Special Delivery” ad an A), a true and correct copy of which is 

attached hereto as Exhibit 7; see also PR Daily, “Bud Light’s ‘Game of Thrones’ mashup and 

anti-corn-syrup stance net marketing gold,” a true and correct copy of which is attached hereto as 

Exhibit 8.    

25. AB has continued to air the three Campaign television commercials following the 

Super Bowl LIII broadcast on February 3, 2019, including through use of 15-second and 30-

second “cut-down” versions of the original 60-second “Special Delivery” spot.  Based upon 

media monitoring conducted by MillerCoors, AB has aired the Campaign commercials in the 

                                                 
1 The version of this Declaration filed with the Court’s online system includes place holders for all video file 
exhibits.  The video file exhibits will be delivered to the Court shortly after filing. 
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following executions during the period February 3, 2019 to March 18,  2019: 

a. “Special Delivery” (:60, :30 second versions) aired 1,006 times on the 
following television networks: AMC, BET, Bravo, CBS, CBS Sports 
Network, Comedy Central, E!, ESPN, ESPN2, Food Network, Fox Sports 1, 
FX, FXX, IFC, Nat Geo, NBC Sports Network, NFL Network, Paramount 
Network, SYFY, TBS, TNT, Travel Channel, truTV, USA Network, VH1, 
and WGN. For example, attached as Exhibit 9 is a true and correct copy of the 
30-Second “Special Delivery” AB commercial. 
 

b. “Shop Talk/Medieval Barbers” (:15 seconds) aired 273 times on the following 
television networks: AMC, BET, Bravo, CBS, CBS Sports Network, Comedy 
Central, E!, ESPN, ESPN2, Food Network, Fox Sports 1, Fox Sports 2, FX, 
FXX, IFC, Nat Geo, NFL Network, Rural America’s TV, SyFy, Travel 
Channel, truTV, and VH1. 
 

c. “Trojan Horse Occupants” (:15 seconds) aired 795 times on the following 
television networks: AMC, BET, CBS, CBS Sports, Comedy Central, E!, 
ESPN, ESPN2, Food Network, Fox Sports 1, FX, FXX, IFC, Nat Geo, NFL 
Network, Travel, truTV, and VH1. 
 

I am aware that multiple commercials of the Campaign have been aired within the Wisconsin 

and Western District of Wisconsin. 

26. AB continues to propagate the tale and reach of its misleading Campaign, airing 

on February 18, 2019 two new Campaign advertisements: “Bud Light Cave Explorers” and “Bud 

Light Mountain Folk,” both again calling out that Coors Light and Miller Lite are “made with 

corn syrup,” and that Bud Light is not. Attached as Exhibit 10 is a true and correct copy of the 

15-Second “Cave Explorers” AB commercial, and as Exhibit 11 is a true and correct copy of the 

30-Second “Mountain Folk” AB commercial. And on February 24, 2019, in connection with the 

Oscars’ broadcast, AB launched two more ads to capitalize on the large viewership of the awards 

show entitled “Thespians Performing Beer Ingredients.” The first is a 15-second spot of two 

female actors exchanging the respective ingredients of Coors Light and Bud Light, with the 

Coors Light actress exclaiming: “Coors Light is made with barley, water, hop extract, and corn 
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syrup.”  Attached as Exhibit 12 is a true and correct copy of the 15-Second “Thespians 

Performing Beer Ingredients” commercial. The second ad within this theme is a 24-second mock 

film preview, showcasing the same two female actors.  The viewer cannot hear what the actors 

are saying, but against the backdrop of dramatic and fast-paced music, the advertisement shows a 

still, zoomed-in image of the actress holding a bottle of Miller Lite, the words “Miller Lite” in 

small italics, and on top of that, in large, capital letters, “CORN SYRUP.” Attached as Exhibit 

13 is a true and correct copy of the 24-Second commercial. 

27. Further, and immediately following the Super Bowl LIII broadcast, AB started 

and has continued marketing and promoting the Campaign through social media and other forms 

of digital media, including as follows: 

a. Attached as Exhibit 2 is a true and correct copy of an image from AB’s 
Twitter profile entitled “A message from the King” which was posted on 
February 6, 2019. 
 

b. Attached as Exhibit 14 is a true and correct image from AB’s Twitter profile 
which posted the “Special Delivery” commercial on February 3, 2019. 
 

c. Attached as Exhibit 15 is a true and correct copy of an image from a Facebook 
account showing an in store display of Bud Light and Miller Lite.  
 

d. Attached as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of images taken of Twitter 
social media comments amplifying the Campaign, posted as of Mar. 5, 2019. 
 

e. Attached as Exhibit 17 is a true and correct copy of an audio recording of a 
radio ad played on platforms such as Pandora, Spotify, and local AM radio. 
 

f. Attached as Exhibit 18 is a true and correct copy of a tweet published on 
March 8, 2019, on the Twitter profile for Natural Light beer, which is another 
of AB’s beer brands. 
 

28. And within days of the Super Bowl LIII broadcast, AB also introduced updated 

packaging for its Bud Light products that promotes the Campaign.  A copy of the updated Bud 
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Light packaging is attached as Exhibit 19.  The new Bud Light product packaging includes the 

following: 

a. The widest side of the packaging features an image of a Bud Light draft beer, 
and beside that image states “Hops.  Barley.  Water.  Rice.”  Below those 
words appear three icons, the first of which is the image of a drop of liquid, 
over which the classic “no” symbol appears.  Below that image are the words 
“No Corn Syrup.”   
 

b. The Bud Light packaging also includes images suggesting that Bud Light also 
contains no preservatives and no artificial flavors, other beverage properties 
that are also perceived by consumers as undesirable additives.   
 

c. The same statement appears on the narrow side of the packaging, but instead 
of the images and the classic “no” symbols, AB affirmatively states below its 
ingredients that its beer contains “No Corn Syrup”, “No Preservatives” and 
“No Artificial Flavors.” 
 

29. AB has also launched its out-of-home (OOH) execution in major metropolitan 

areas to market and promote its false and misleading Campaign, including but not limited to 

major roadside billboards and full-page ads in major newspapers, like the Chicago Tribune.  

Examples of AB’s OOH promotion and print advertisements for the Campaign are attached as 

Exhibit 20. As of at least February 21, 2019, competitive data analytics indicate that AB has 

placed at least 105 physical bulletin boards or wallscapes across the country, and has likely spent 

at least 1.1 million dollars on such placement.  

30. Consumers have already been confused and harmed, and will continue to be. The 

day after the Super Bowl, social media platforms like Twitter were afire with comments 

indicating consumers’ confusion and impression that the Coors Light or Miller Lite product that 

they drink contains corn syrup. Attached as Exhibit 16 is a true and correct copy of images taken 

of Twitter comments posted after the Campaign. 

31. And this seems to be exactly what AB wanted.  On February 7, 2019, a leading 
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trade publication called Beer Business Daily reported the following after listening to comments 

from Andy Goeler, the head of marketing for Bud Light, on the newly-launched Campaign: 

“[AB] did focus-group the heck out of this ad, and found that consumers generally don’t 

differentiate between [HFCS] and corn syrup, and that it is a major triggering point in choosing 

brands to purchase, particularly among women.” (emphasis added). Attached as Exhibit 21 is a 

true and correct copy of the article from Beer Business Daily published on February 7, 2019. 

32. AB’s and Mr. Goeler’s reliance on consumer confusion between corn syrup and 

high-fructose corn syrup to drive the Campaign was made all the more evident in a more recent 

interview with Food & Wine Magazine, where Mr. Goeler acknowledged that consumers are 

confused between corn syrup and HCFS, and that the Campaign has led to “more searches on 

Google for corn syrup than ever before.”  Mr. Goeler’s statements about consumer preferences in 

connection with the Campaign further evince AB’s intent to deceive consumers. In the interview 

with Food & Wine Magazine, for instance, he said that AB’s research showed that corn syrup is 

an “ingredient[] [consumers] preferred not to consume if they didn’t have to,” and also that 

“some consumers—for their own personal reasons—have concluded that they prefer not putting 

something like corn syrup, if they had a choice, into their body.”  This again shows that AB is 

intentionally trying to mislead consumers into believing that there is corn syrup in the Coors 

Light and Miller Lite beers they drink, when there is not. Attached as Exhibit 22 is a true and 

correct copy of the Food & Wine Magazine article published on February 28, 2019. 

33. Even more recently, AB’s senior director of corporate communications, Josh 

Gold, explained the rationale for the Campaign by saying: “Free beer is a good thing. So is 

talking about the ingredients inside of beer. We continue to remain focused on transparency 
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because we know that is what consumers are looking for. Knowing what is and isn’t in your beer 

— whether you paid for it or not — can only be good for the beer industry overall.” That 

statement further establishes that the Campaign has nothing to do with informing the public of 

corn syrup’s limited role as a brewing adjunct in Miller Lite and Coors Light. Instead, AB’s 

focus is to convince consumers about the contents “inside of” the beer they drink, i.e., “what is 

and isn’t in [their] beer.” Attached as Exhibit 23 is a true and correct copy of the March 14, 2019 

Beer Business Daily article quoting Mr. Gold’s statement about the Campaign’s rationale. 

34. And it appears that this was AB’s goal all along—to claim that it desired to focus 

on the “ingredients” of beer, assert that Miller Lite and Coors Light are “made with” or “brewed 

with” corn syrup, point to the absence of ingredients labels on Miller Lite and Coors Light, 

accuse MillerCoors of hiding its ingredients and therefore falsely imply that corn syrup is in the 

Miller Lite or Coors Light that consumers drink. Even before SuperBowl LIII, AB was teeing up 

this focus on ingredients in its commercials. Attached as Exhibit 24 is a true and correct copy of 

an advertisement that first ran in January 2019 discussing the new Bud Light ingredients label. 

And then, just last week, and in response to MillerCoors responsive advertising, AB chided 

Miller Lite for not having an “ingredients” label, accusing MillerCoors of a lack of transparency, 

again implying that corn syrup is an ingredient in the Miller Lite that consumers drink. Attached 

as Exhibit 25 is a true and correct copy of an advertisement that first ran on March 20, 2019 

criticizing Miller Lite for not having an ingredients label. 

35. It appears that AB has no intention of ending the Campaign anytime soon. In a 

March 3, 2019 interview with the Milwaukee Business Journal earlier this month, Mr. Goeler 

announced that ABI will “continue to run the current content until it starts to reach a certain level 
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of saturation,” and that “[w]e think it has a ways to go.” In the same interview, Mr. Goeler 

characterized the Campaign as “focusing on ingredient transparency,” and volunteered that ABI 

will be adding new corn syrup-related advertising content to help “manag[e] the brand.” 

Attached as Exhibit 26 is a true and correct copy of the March 3, 2019 Milwaukee Business 

Journal article reporting on the interview with Mr. Goeler. And on March 21, 2019, immediately 

after MillerCoors filed its Complaint, AB publicly double-downed on its position and Campaign, 

indicating that it would not stop: “We stand behind the Bud Light transparency campaign and 

have no plans to change the advertising.” Attached as Exhibit 27 is a true and correct copy of the 

March 21, 2019 New York Times article quoting Ms. Gemma Hart, AB’s vice president of 

communications, making this statement.  

 

I declare under penalty of perjury under the laws of the United States of America that the 

foregoing is true and correct to the best of my knowledge. 

Executed this 27th day of March, 2019, in Chicago, Illinois. 
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 I hereby certify that I will cause a copy of the foregoing document to be served on 
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Company, as soon as practicable: 

The Corporation Trust Company 
Corporation Trust Center 

1209 Orange Street 
Wilmington, DE 19801 

 
/s/ Donald Schott                                           
Donald Schott 
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Abbreviations
2015 DGAC  2015 Dietary Guidelines Advisory 

Committee
AHA  American Heart Association
CHD  Coronary heart disease
EFSA  European Food Safety Administration
FDA  Food and Drug Administration
HFCS  High-fructose corn syrup
fMRI  Functional magnetic resonance imaging
NRCT  Non-randomized controlled trial
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The consumption of added sugars and their putative effects 
on various conditions such as obesity [1–3], risk factors for 
coronary heart disease (CHD) [4–9], diabetes (T2D) [10–
13] and metabolic syndrome continue to stimulate consid-
erable controversy [14–18].

In addition to active debate within the academic and 
nutrition professional communities, numerous articles have 
been written in the popular press, often containing inflam-
matory headlines and frequently failing to accurately por-
tray modern scientific understandings of the role of added 
sugars in human nutrition. Headlines such as “Pure, White 
and Deadly” [19] or “Death by Sugar” [20] or “Sugar, 
Drastic Measures” have frequently been written. The pres-
tigious New York Times devoted a cover story to their maga-
zine entitled “Sweet and Vicious” [21] related to sugars 
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consumption and posed the question “Is Sugar Toxic?” 
Even prestigious medical journals such as the British Medi-
cal Journal have posted articles on its Web site with the 
inflammatory headline “Sugar is the New Tobacco” [22].

While it has been argued that added sugars consump-
tion, in general, is associated with increased risk of vari-
ous metabolic diseases, much of the focus has been on the 
fructose component of many sugars which is contained in 
roughly equal proportions to glucose in the two leading 
sources of added sugars in the human diet, namely sucrose 
and high-fructose corn syrup (HFCS) which is also called 
“isoglucose” in Europe [23].

Even though sugar (sucrose) has been part of the human 
diet for millennia, it did not attract much attention from 
nutrition critics until the 1970s. In 1972 and again updated 
in 1986 and 2012, John Yudkin’s book “Pure, White and 
Deadly: How sugars are killing us and what we are doing 
to stop it” was one of the first to suggest nutritional differ-
ences between simple sugars and complex carbohydrates 
[25]. Yudkin posed that sugars had adverse effects even 
when consumed at levels typical of the human diet.

Modern controversies about sugars appear to have 
started in the early 2000s. One article that garnered con-
siderable attention was published in 2004, when Bray 
and Popkin wrote a commentary in the American Journal 
of Clinical Nutrition suggesting a temporal correlation 
between increased use of HFCSin the USA and rising rates 
of obesity [24]. Bray and Popkin posed the hypothesis that 
“consumption of HFCS in beverages may play a role in the 
epidemic of obesity.” Even though the authors cautioned 
that they were only raising a hypothesis, and that tempo-
ral associations do not establish cause and effect, it quickly 
was misinterpreted as fact by many members of the media, 
some internet commentators and even some physicians and 
scientists.

In the 1980s and 1990s, a series of scientific papers by 
Reavan and Reiser focused attention on the fructose com-
ponent of sucrose and HFCS as posing particular problems 
related to heart disease and metabolic syndrome. Many of 
the arguments that were promulgated by these two investi-
gators and others were addressed in a 1993 fructose mono-
graph edited by Forbes and Bowman “Introduction to the 
health effects of dietary fructose,” which was published as 
a Supplement to the American Journal of Clinical Nutrition 
[26]. This monograph concluded “on the basis of currently 
available information there is little basis for recommending 
increased or decreased use of fructose in the general food 
supply or in products or special dietary use.”

A considerable amount of scientific research launched 
since 2004 has focused on potential relationships between 
fructose-containing sugars and the obesity epidemic and 
other related health problems. It should be noted that 
some portion of the research conducted in this time frame 

compared pure glucose to pure fructose [27, 28], neither of 
which is consumed in isolation in any appreciable degree 
in the human diet. Other research utilized fructose-contain-
ing sugars in amounts far greater than people can generally 
consume in real-world settings [16]. Numerous epidemio-
logic studies and review articles have also been published 
in this time frame suggesting a link between sugars con-
sumption, particularly in the form of sugars-sweetened 
beverages (SSBs), and various adverse metabolic conse-
quences [1, 3, 4, 29–32].

Recently, various scientific and health organizations 
have joined in this debate by recommending upper limits of 
sugars consumption far lower than typically consumed by 
individuals in the industrialized world. The World Health 
Organization (WHO) [33], Scientific Advisory Commit-
tee on Nutrition in England (SACN) [34] and the American 
Heart Association (AHA) [35] have all proposed dramati-
cally reducing upper limits of sugars consumption to levels 
of 10 % of calories consumed, or less. The 2015 Dietary 
Guidelines Advisory Committee (2015 DGAC) [36, 37] also 
recommended the reduction of upper limit of no more than 
10 % of calories from added sugars. This recommendation 
from the 2015 DGAC also formed the basis for the Food 
and Drug Administration (FDA) in the USA recommending 
an upper limit of added sugars consumption of no more than 
10 % of calories and proposing a rule listing added sugars as 
a separate line item on the nutrition facts panel [38].

Many of these recommendations have been opposed 
by members of the scientific community as not encom-
passing the totality of available science, particularly from 
randomized controlled trials or prospective cohort stud-
ies. Furthermore, other scientific organizations such as the 
European Food Safety Administration (EFSA) [39] found 
no harm, and even some benefit, in fructose consumed up 
to 25 % of calories, while the Institute of Medicine Carbo-
hydrate Report also found no harm in fructose-containing 
sugars when consumed at less than 25 % of calories [40] It 
is also important to emphasize that physical activity has an 
impact on the metabolic handling of fructose; thus, nutri-
tional considerations should be put in the context of overall 
lifestyle habits and practices [41–43].

In this contentious environment, a group of experts in 
various aspects of metabolism convened at the 12th Euro-
pean Nutrition Conference, FENS 2015 in Berlin, Ger-
many, to conduct a session entitled “Controversies about 
sugar consumption: state of the science.” The intent of this 
symposium was to summarize recent scientific evidence 
related to the relationship between sugars consumption and 
various metabolic, physiologic and neurologic sequelae. 
The articles contained in this supplement are based on pres-
entations made at this conference.

The first paper in this supplement by Sievenpiper and 
colleagues presents results from systematic reviews and 
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meta-analyses related to obesity and diabetes largely con-
ducted within their research group. Sievenpiper started by 
exploring the hierarchy of evidence in research trials as 
outlined in guidelines from England and the USA [44] (see 
Fig. 1).

As depicted in this figure, the top half of the pyramid 
showing the least likelihood of bias includes cohort stud-
ies, non-randomized controlled trials (NRCT), randomized 
controlled trials (RCTs) and systematic reviews and meta-
analyses. Sievenpiper et al. describe prospective cohort 
studies published by members of their research group or 
others involving sugars and weight change, diabetes risk, 
hypertension risk, gout risk and CHD risk. They conclude 
that there is little evidence suggesting that sugars consump-
tion within the normal range of human consumption [in the 
USA, over 87 % of the population had estimated intakes of 
added sugars <25 % of total calories which equates to <92 
grams (day)] [45] leads to increased risk of these metabolic 
consequences with the sole exception of gout risk. The 
authors suggest that SSBs may pose more risk than other 
sources of added sugars, but caution that the relationship 
is only seen in extreme quantiles analyses with few excep-
tions, the effect sizes are low (RR < 1.3) and the signifi-
cance is greatly attenuated by adjustment for energy. Fur-
thermore, residual confounding may exist since consumers 
of SSBs eat more calories, exercise less, smoke more and 
have a poor dietary pattern. The authors further remind us 
that many different foods may contribute to weight change 
and cite a paper by Mozaffarian et al. [46] which demon-
strates that SSB consumption falls behind potato chips and 
potatoes (particularly French Fries) and is similar to pro-
cessed and unprocessed red meat with regard to association 
with weight gains.

The authors provide a review of different types of con-
trolled trials including “substitution” trials, “addition” tri-
als and ad libitum trials with regard to added sugars. They 
note that the contribution of fructose-containing sugars is 

difficult to separate from other factors which contribute to 
the epidemic of obesity and cardiometabolic disease. Fur-
thermore, they argue that any effect of sugars on these risk 
factors is highly dependent on energy balance and nutri-
ent adequacy. They caution that attention needs to remain 
focused on reducing overconsumption of all caloric intake 
including those high in added sugars, whole promoting 
healthier dietary patterns and increasing physical activity.

Rippe and Angelopoulos in their article “Sugars, Non-
nutritive Sweeteners, Obesity and Cardiovascular Disease” 
present data from RCTs utilizing various levels of HFCS, 
sucrose, fructose and glucose both from their research lab-
oratory and those of others related to obesity and cardio-
vascular disease risk factors. These authors remind us that 
heart disease and stroke remain dominant causes of mortal-
ity in both the USA and Europe.

Their article begins with a presentation of theoretical 
concerns for why differences in metabolism of fructose 
and glucose in the liver could potentially lead to adverse 
metabolic effects. It has long been known that fructose and 
glucose are handled differently in the liver [47]. Over 90 % 
of ingested fructose is cleared on first pass and metabolized 
in the liver. A small amount of the fructose taken up by the 
liver may be converted in the process of de novo lipogen-
esis into fatty acids (on the order of 1–5 %). These fatty 
acids are converted to triglycerides in hepatocytes and are 
released into the systemic circulation complexed with the 
VLDL.

Several aspects of metabolism of fructose in the liver 
are important to emphasize. Multiple studies have demon-
strated that approximately 50 % of the fructose is converted 
into glucose and a substantial portion of metabolized fruc-
tose appears to be directly stored as glycogen in the liver 
(approximately 15 %) [46, 47]. Additionally, about 25 % of 
fructose is converted into lactate. Thus, only a minor por-
tion of the oral fructose is converted into fatty acids (on the 
order of 1–5 %) [47–49]. Although this is a minor pathway, 

Fig. 1  Hierarchy of evidence 
in evidence-based medicine. © 
Prof. Dr. John Sievenpiper, with 
permission
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it has been postulated by some investigators to potentially 
play a role in the development of fructose-induced hepatic 
steatosis, particularly when large doses of fructose are 
administered.

Rippe and Angelopoulos report that experiments con-
ducted in their laboratory at dosage levels between the 
25th and 90th percentile population consumption level of 
fructose have not shown any lipid abnormalities, with the 
sole exception of triglycerides which often rise when lev-
els above 20 % of calories in added sugars are consumed. 
Rippe and Angelopoulos further report that there are no 
differences between sucrose and fructose with regard to 
energy-regulating hormones or appetite. They note that in 
the USA, an average increase of 474 calories per person 
has occurred between 1970 and 2010, but that only 7 % 
of this increase comes from all added sugars combined 
[50]. The authors also report no adverse effects on blood 
pressure from sugars consumed within the normal levels 
of human consumption in studies lasting up to 10 weeks 
and no increased risk of obesity, although a slight weight 
gain occurred at levels between 90 and 95 % population 
consumption. In addition, no adverse effect on risk factors 
for diabetes or the metabolic syndrome and no differences 
between HFCS, sucrose, fructose and glucose with regard 
to hypothalamic blood flow were found in these studies.

The article by MacDonald focuses on the relationship 
between sugars and insulin resistance and diabetes. Mac-
Donald presents data that insulin resistance and blood 
glucose levels are related to a variety of other metabolic 
conditions including dyslipidemia, CHD, hypertension, 
hyperinsulinemia and T2D. MacDonald notes that the pro-
posed linkages linking sugars consumption to diabetes pro-
vide a mixed picture. Some animal studies have suggested 
this linkage exists as have some econometric analyses [10, 
11]. Animal studies, however, may not translate well into 
humans, and econometric studies are considered to be a 
weak form of evidence. As noted by the author, the epi-
demiologic literature in this area is mixed as is evidence 
from RCTs. Some studies have suggested that high levels 
of fructose consumption (between 210 and 280 g of fruc-
tose/day) may increase liver fat and produce hepatic insu-
lin resistance. As noted by the author, a study by Johnston 
et al. [51] in 32 overweight men with central adiposity 
showed that when these individuals were in energy balance, 
fructose and glucose had no effect on liver fat content. With 
overfeeding, however, fructose and glucose both increased 
liver fat content.

MacDonald points out evidence reviewed in the SACN 
report [38] stating that studies provide “no consistent evi-
dence of an association between diets differing in the 
proportion of sugars in relationship to the incidence of 
T2D.” MacDonald notes that fructose or sucrose consump-
tion may affect insulin sensitivity only at high intakes 

(>100 g fructose/day) and that overeating is associated 
with increased liver and muscle fat, but that the effect is 
similar for fructose and glucose. There is some evidence of 
association between SSB consumption and diabetes risk. 
However, this evidence is confounded by the association 
between sugars and high energy intake.

The article by Westwater, Fletcher and Ziauddeen tack-
les the controversial subject of “sugar addiction.” The 
authors pose the question of whether sugar “addiction” 
truly exists, based on modern science. The authors start by 
asking whether or not sugar acts like drugs of addiction. 
The authors review animal data showing that in rat mod-
els there is an increased dopamine response to sucrose, 
but only when it is available intermittently. This increased 
dopamine response to sucrose also occurs even in sham-
fed rats, animals that consume the sucrose solution orally, 
but have it removed immediately via an implanted gastric 
cannula. This suggests that it is the sweet taste of sucrose 
rather than its caloric content, which, in combination 
with the intermittent access, results in the increased dopa-
mine response. They raise the question of whether or not 
“sugar addiction” exists in human beings or, in more gen-
eral terms, is there such a thing as more generalized “food 
addiction.”

The authors argue that though foods and drugs may 
seem to act on the same reward system, the neuroscience of 
drug addiction appears to be quite different than response 
to food. Indeed, even the observation that foods and drugs 
act on the same reward circuits in the brain is not accurate 
as drugs are thought to hijack the same brain circuits that 
subserve food reward. They review the Yale Food Addic-
tion Scale (YFAS) raising questions about its reliability 
and validity [52]. The authors note that dopamine receptor 
studies in obese individuals have yielded conflicting results 
as have functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) 
studies attempting to find a common neural mechanism 
for obesity, let alone food addiction, in human beings. The 
authors conclude that while animal models offer proof of 
concept for the possibility of “sugar addiction,” there is lit-
tle human evidence to support general “food addiction,” 
let alone “sugar addiction.” They go on to point out that 
utilizing the concept of “food addiction” in areas such as 
diagnosis and treatment, policy change or legislation, or 
as a mechanism for approaching the obesity crisis all offer 
severe limitations.

Scientific research, particularly in the area of nutrition, 
has changed dramatically over the past 10 years. We are in 
the midst of worldwide pandemics of non-communicable 
diseases such as obesity and diabetes. CHD remains the 
leading cause of mortality worldwide. Moreover, the large 
venue of non-refereed information provided by the internet, 
in general, and social media, in particular, creates different 
communications realities than most scientists are equipped 
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to handle. Public policy and regulations are at risk for being 
based on emotion, rather than the highest level of scientific 
information available.

In the particularly controversial area of added sugars and 
health, it is important that members of the scientific com-
munity base their conclusions on the highest level of sci-
ence available. We hope that the articles provided in this 
supplement will provide the scientific community with one 
such avenue of evidence. We also wish to emphasize as did 
all of the speakers at the symposium that nutritional issues 
such as consumption of added sugars need to be placed in 
the context of overall lifestyle decisions such as weight 
management and physical activity.
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T

2019 Super Bowl commercials ranked: Watch
them all here

By Steve Johnson
Chicago Tribune

FEBRUARY 3, 2019, 11:10 PM

his year’s advertising Super Bowl had, again, lots of celebrities and lots of dogs. It also had many ads

featuring dogs, amirite? The recent trend toward sincerity continued with spots about environmentally

responsible beer making and female empowerment in sports and in dating. Robots were plentiful enough to

form an army, but please don't. And tech giants Amazon and Google kept battling for the small pieces of our

mind share they cannot already access.

Here are our rankings of the best, the worst, and the vast middle of the pack among the 2019 Super Bowl

commercials:

M&M’s, “Bad Passengers.” A-

A scene from the 2019 Super Bowl NFL spot for Bud Light. (AP)
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The Mars hard-shelled candy brand has had a pretty good run with its ads featuring anthropomorphized

spokesmorsels. This one continues the tradition. Christina Applegate, driving the SUV from the “mom”

position, attempts to quiet squabblers in the back seat. Finally she’s had enough and dramatically pulls over,

turning and announcing, “If you don’t stop, I will eat all of you alive right now!” The “kids,” who are, of course,

the humanoid M&M’s, freeze, then one says, “I prefer the break-us-apart option.” It’s a tight, well-executed take

on familiar scenes of parental frustration and embarrassing overreaction. Demerits for offering nothing but an

image of and a tagline about the new product supposedly being introduced, an M&M’s chocolate candy bar.

Hyundai, “The Elevator.” A

A young couple is going car shopping via elevator (just go with it). Elevator operator Jason Bateman knows

what that means: “You’re going down.” Down past root canal, down past jury duty, even below “the talk” and

the vegan dinner party. But when they arrive at car shopping they announce they’re using Hyundai’s buyer

protection program and get whisked up to a high floor. It’s funny from the “beet loaf” to “Captain Colon” in a

hospital gown trying to sneak off up high, and it dramatizes the good the carmaker says its Shopper Assurance

program achieves.

Olay, “Killer Skin.” B

While I wasn’t paying attention to skin care products — that is to say, at some moment during the last 30-plus

years -- they took the Oil out of Oil of Olay. But that’s not the point here. The point is that Sarah Michelle Gellar,

in a horror-movie scenario, can’t call the cops on a home intruder. Because her phone doesn’t recognize her face

to unlock itself. Because she’s been using Olay. Props to the venerable face cream for being so tech-forward, but

this is more a competent execution of this idea than an inspired one.

Planters, “Crunch Time.” C

Big Peanut is in the game for the first time since 2008. You can tell because the two celebrities it’s hired are of

about that vintage. Mr. Peanut drives the Nutmobile recklessly through city streets. Watching from a bench,

Charlie Sheen says, “People think I’m nuts,” flattering himself with the notion that people think about him. Mr.

Peanut is on his way to a sports watching event in a living room, where he slides nuts down the table to bump

chips out of the way of snacker Alex Rodriguez. Those won’t be the first pill-shaped things Rodriguez has

ingested to boost his earning power. Tired famous people and a stock chase-scene scenario do not a wired

advertisement make.

Pringles, “Sad Device.” A-

I’d rather have nuts than these ersatz potato chips any day. But in terms of second-quarter ad quality, Pringles

has it all over Planters. The pressed, shaped and flavor-dusted potato-fragments brand plays with the
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interesting concept of stacking, merging several flavors together to create something new (confession: I do this

with salad-bar soup sometimes and have been hunting for a name for it). But where the ad really shines is in

making fun of the always-on home assistants you’ll see presented sincerely in other SB ads. The sad device of

the title answers a question about the number of flavor combos that are possible, then laments its status: “I’ll

never know the joy of tasting any, for I have no hands to stack with.” As it is about to bemoan God’s role in this,

its owner commands, “Play Funkytown.” This is fun and breezy and on-snack-message for Super Bowl

watchers, but there are whispers of sharp social commentary in there, too.

Skechers, “Easy Life.” B+

“I like to make my life easy,” says play-predicting savant NFL announcer and retired QB Tony Romo. So he has

a robot vacuum. He has a tennis-ball machine to play fetch with his dog. The golf hole he putts toward is the

size of a kiddie swimming pool. And the shoes he wears, Skechers Slip-ons, don’t even require lacing. Some

people call this surrender, an accompaniment to sweatpants all the time and midnight Ben & Jerry’s. But Romo

and the shoe brand pitch it as cleverness.

Colgate Total, “Close Talker.” B+

Fans of the ’90s will appreciate this homage to a “Seinfeld” concept, the person who stands way too near you in

conversation. It makes sense as a way to sell mouth-care products, and actor Luke Wilson is, of course, nimble

in the title role. The one problem in the series of drily amusing workplace scenarios? Unlike Wilson, who uses

Total to manage his quirk, real close talkers don’t know they’re close talkers. They just get up in your face, minty

fresh or not.

Amazon, “Not Everything Makes the Cut.” C+

Alexa, get me a new ad agency. The concept here is OK: Amazon’s not-at-all-creepy, always-on digital assistant

is going into a lot of devices these days -- but not every idea works. It’s the dramatization of the reject pile that

falls flat. Forest Whitaker does some business with an Alexa-enabled toothbrush, and Harrison Ford is forced to

play against a dog wearing an Alexa collar that understands dog language. And then there’s the muddled

scenario where a city’s lights blink on and off, apparently due to overheard concert lyrics? In that one the first

lights-out shot is a Chicago River cityscape. So we were good enough to illustrate urban beauty, Amazon, but

not to host an HQ2? Add this long, costly spot to the list of Alexa fails.

Bubly, “Can I Have a Buble?” A-

Whenever I’ve seen this newish sparkling water on store shelves, I’ve thought of the contemporary crooner,

Michael Buble. Ditto, it turns out, for the company’s ad agency. They enlisted Buble in a convenience-store

scene that finds him desperately insisting customers should pronounce the product like his last name, “Boo-
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blay.” It’s a fairly basic idea, but there’s not a wasted moment in the telling, from the girl asking, “Can I have an

autograph, Mr. ‘bubbly’?” to the ending of the singer writing his name on all the cans in Sharpie. Bonus: Now I

know, from reading about this ad, that Bubly is a Pepsi product.

Microsoft, “We All Win.” B+

There’s nothing not to like in this heart-tugging look at differently abled boys and girls fitting in with peers via

video games and fitting into video games via the adaptive controller for MS Xbox, which looks to rely on circular

pads more than levers and buttons. “I love video games, my friends, my family, and again video games,” says

one of the kids. Yep, fits right in. Note: I watched the 105-second version, not the 60-second one slated to air

during the game.

Bumble, “The Ball Is in Her Court.” B+

This app ad employs Serena Williams to deliver its message of female empowerment. Solid choice there. And

the ad is smartly constructed, equating Williams’ choice to take up a tennis racket with the general idea of

women making “the first move in work, in love, in life.” It’s a good sign for the spot that I knew only generally

what Bumble was before seeing it, but I was able to suss out that it’s a dating app where women make the first

move.

WeatherTech, “PetComfort products.” B-

The floor mat maker in suburban Chicago (Bolingbrook) has become a Super Bowl regular, delivering a series of

unapologetically basic ads that push its message of made-in-America car-floor protection. This year it’s got new

products to tout, the PetComfort line of feeding bowls, and it gets a little crazy in the advertising. There’s a

willful dog pushing an elevator button to go check out the new bowls, touted as non-toxic. I’m not sure there’s a

huge market of people who think their current dog bowls are poisonous, and I know I had to use another

advertiser, Google, to find what “certified by the NSF” means (National Sanitation Foundation). But, yeah, it’s

another WeatherTech effort giving the cold shoulder to notions of fancy advertising. This outfit wants to move

product.

Mercedes-Benz, “Say the Word.” B+

A rock solid effort from the German carmaker, which wants buyers of its new “budget” A-Class line (starting at

$32,500, ahem) to know that the vehicles contain an Alexa-like personal assistant that can change dashboard

light colors, start the music, etc. So a bearded dude from the target market walks around ordering things to be

the way he wants them: Find the lost cat, tear up the parking ticket, make the putt, Rickie Fowler (a golfer also

in the demo). When he says, “Change the music,” an opera singer turns into Ludacris, rapping. Lassie, Wile E.

Coyote and the “Free Willy” killer whale also make appearances. There’s a lot going on, like in 60-second auto
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ads of previous years, but here it all funnels straight to the tagline: “If only everything in life listened to you like

your new A-Class.”

Avocados from Mexico, “Top Dog.” C+

The fruit-or-maybe-it’s-a-vegetable consortium has been a reliable source of Super Bowl ads that are more

about being amusing than pushing guacamole. Here, though, the filmmaking doesn’t quite work. You can figure

out that it’s a dog show setting where the humans are the ones being judged, and there’s a chuckle or two once

you’ve solved the puzzle. But getting there is more work than finding a not-too-ripe avocado at the supermarket.

And Kristin Chenoweth (in metallic makeup for some reason) is wasted as a judge, certainly no Fred Willard

(“Best in Show” reference). It’s enough to make you dip in salsa instead.

Toyota, “Toni.” B-

Another entrant in the sincerity bowl, this one touts the achievements of female football player Antoinette

Harris, the first non-kicker to be offered a college scholarship. It sends a solid message of refusing to accept

limitations, and I’m happy she’s earning a paycheck for her achievement. But the pivot to the commercial is

always the tricky part in these heartwarming ads, as Stephen Colbert pointed out in his brilliant game-week

parody of feel-good Super Bowl ads. Toyota undercuts all the good feeling it’s built up by, at the end, pointing

out that the new RAV4 will also “shatter perceptions.” So: RAV4, the feminist SUV?

Dorito’s, “Now It’s Hot.” A-

Chance the Rapper rhyming about the Flamin’ Hot Nacho Cheese Dorito’s might cost him a little street cred:

Excitement over a new chip flavor isn’t entirely in sync with his social justice message. Ditto for his teaming up

to dance in an airplane hanger with 1990s heroes the Backstreet Boys to their hit “I Want It That Way.” But a

steady throughline in hip-hop has been collaboration. And this team-up between a corn chip megabrand, the

boy band and the contemporary Chicago rapper, positioned a little tongue-in-cheek as Chance’s fantasy about

what’s “hot,” is done with high spirits and a winning, light touch. It’s starpower feat. flavor and fun.

Expensify, “Expensify This.” B-

2Chainz is making a music video, complete with tricked out car and a seafood tower on the hood. Record-

company finance guy Adam Scott (“Parks and Recreation”) knocks on his window mid-shoot, says he needs

paper receipts for all of it “if you want to get reimbursed.” But no, the rapper replies. He’s got the Expensify

expense reporting app. Nothing exciting here, but it gets the message across. Also, I would like my company’s

finance department to watch because our current expense system, instead of being workable from a cell phone

in the front of a sports car, is the kind of software it takes days to psych yourself up even to open on a desktop.
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Pepsi, “More Than OK.” A-

This one gets points for wise celebrity use and, especially, for looking archrival Coke’s advantage over Pepsi

straight in the eyes, like No. 2 Avis used to do with No. 1 Hertz. It’s a riff on people habitually ordering “Coke” in

restaurants and waiters habitually responding, “Is Pepsi OK?” Steve Carell overhears this and goes into sorta-

not-mock outrage mode: “OK!?” he asks. “Are puppies OK? Is a shooting star OK?” Rapper Lil John at the

counter delivers his “Okayyyy” catchphrase. Cardi B saunters dramatically in and grabs a Pepsi can. And Carell

fails in his own try at “Okayyyy.”

Stella Artois, “Change Up the Usual.” C+

When actors turn their iconic roles into product hawkers it’s almost never a good look. Movie and TV fans don’t

deserve to see favorite characters sold out. That said, there’s cleverness in bringing in Sarah Jessica Parker and

Jeff Bridges, who both played roles identified with specific drink orders, and in having them order Stellas to get

across the try-something-new idea. But Parker/Carrie Bradshaw eschewing a cosmopolitan as “Sex and the

City” theme notes play and Bridges/The Dude turning down a white Russian is highly on the nose. And when

Bridges, at least in the 45-second cut of the ad I watched, says “the dude abides,” it crosses over into

cringeworthy. “The Big Lebowski” has become many things over the years; a marketing opportunity for a

middling Euro-beer should not be one of them. And a side note: Why does she get a draft and he a bottle?

Michelob Ultra Pure Gold, “The Pure Experience.” B+

Autonomous sensory meridian response is a big concept for a light beer to embrace. It’s a sort of bodily tingling

that’s thought to be caused by certain stimuli, one of which is whispering. So Zoe Kravitz here soft-talks her way

through the whole ad, first in the right speaker, then the left, with a message about the beer being pure and

organic. Surprisingly, it works. The message is ordinary, but the method of delivery kept me on the edge of my

couch cushion.

Michelob Ultra, “Robots.” B

Along with craft beer, the superlight Mich Ultra has been the great growth story in beer in recent years. The

appeal is right there on the bottle: “2.6 carbs, 95 cals.” And it’s a young, athletic crowd that seems to be drinking

it. So it’s a bold step for this brew to characterize as “robots,” people who work out really obsessively; the last

shot is of the ad’s madly exercising robot peering through a window at people at a bar digging their post-

workout Mich Ultras. “It’s only worth it if you can enjoy it,” is the tagline to what seems like a very deft ad. Just

don’t think too hard about the logic, because to most of the beer-drinking world, Michelob Ultra is in itself a

form of self-denial.
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Bon & Viv Spiked Seltzer, “The Pitch.” B

Bonnie and Vivian, the putative “makers” of this low-cal cocktail product from Anheuser-Busch InBev, play

mermaids explaining, underwater, that alcohol and fruit-flavored sparkling water, with no sugar grams, sounds

too good to be true, but “the myth is real.” Suddenly, they turn to nearby predators and this standard

commercial pitch is revealed as a “Shark Tank” homage. “I’m in,” says one great white. “I’ll double down.” It’s a

small bit wacky and a large bit effective.

Budweiser, “Wind Never Felt Better.” B-

A dalmatian. Clydesdales. Amber waves of grain. Bob Dylan, singing about blowing wind. Budweiser trots out

all the icons as the horse and dogs are revealed to be traveling through a wind farm. It’s meant to underscore

the giant beer’s committment to sustainable energy, but the message is about as clear as a hazy IPA, a type of

beer Bud decidedly is not. “Now Brewed with Wind Power,” says the large type in the ad. “Renewable electricity

from wind power is one type of energy we use to brew,” says the small, which you can read if you freeze the

screen.

Audi, “Cashew.” C+

Ads that rely on shock humor need to actually be funny and also to make sense. This one falls short of both

duties. The dreamy sequence we see involving a guy’s grandpa taking the cover off a sleek new Audi electric

vehicle to present it to him is actually -- surprise! -- his pre-death thoughts as he almost chokes on a cashew at

his cubicle. But why would grandpa have an E-car? Why is almost dying in the most mundane way funny? You

could argue that, between the lines, Audi is saying: Buy this cool new car before it’s too late to enjoy anything.

But I’ve gotta believe there are better ways to say that than a beneficent relative fantasy and a nut blocking a

windpipe. Also: a fellow working in that particular cubicle farm, from the small-time looks of it, would probably

be stretching to get leather in his Camry, never mind a brand new E-Audi. Heck, I’m surprised he was snacking

on cashews.

Sprint, “Best of Both Worlds.” B-

The wireless carrier wants people to know it offers the “best of both worlds,” meaning price and performance.

So spokesguy, sitting around with robots for some reason, asks their advice. ‘Bring in two-sport legend Bo

Jackson’ is the first thought, but then the robot keeps going with wishes and Jackson is stuck holding a

mermaid holding a “keytar” as a flying horse hovers. Bo, sensibly, suggests just telling folks how much they can

save. “This is the best robot analogy I’ve ever been in,” Jackson says. It is that, I suppose, if you figure they are

stand-ins for putting advertising types in the spot. This one’s a little scattershot, but it’s at least lively and does

not overstay its welcome.
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Devour, “Food Porn.” C

The Kraft Heinz frozen food brand earned some publicity for reportedly not being allowed to talk about food

“porn” in the ad. The spot subtracts that word but goes ahead with the innuendo-heavy concept, which proposes

a woman’s boyfriend has become a “three-minute man,” addicted to either the brand’s microwave mac-and-

cheese or to food video generally. The story is unclear. So when she says she tried to spice things up and “now

we’re addicted to amateur food video,” it elicits confusion more than a chuckle over nimble double entendre.

The good news is there’s still an opportunity for some ad agency to pull off the challenging combination of sex

and microwave meals.

Wix.com, Karlie Kloss ad. C

Karlie Kloss, I am told, is the supermodel known for coding. She’s also the new co-host of “Project Runway” and

the new sister-in-law of White House advisor Jared Kushner. All of these things are very interesing. This ad for

the build-your-own-website service, made in house and looking it, is not. Kloss sits at a desk and tells viewers

some basics about how Wix works. Also, we learn, she loves it. It’s so pro forma that you wonder: Why bother

putting it in the Super Bowl, where ads reportedly cost more than $5 million for 30 seconds? Maybe the

company figures generic will cut through the clutter in its own, not-so-special way.

Norwegian Cruise Line, “Good to Be Free.” C

Another generic spot that makes you ask: Why? But it’s got one important revelation. They have bumper cars on

cruise ships now. I don’t know exactly what to do with this information, except perhaps to pine for the good old

days when you played shuffleboard with your parents and you liked it.

Mint Mobile, “Chunky Style Milk.” B

Simple but on point, the upstart telecom (I’ve never heard of it till now) touts its $20 per month wireless by

saying your current cellular bill just isn’t right. Like “chunky style milk.” The out-of-left, gross-out comparison

works because the family morning breakfast scenario featuring the lumpy liquid plays it perfectly deadpan.

Generic commercial mom says she likes it “because it has the wholesome chunks growing kids need, unlike

smooth style milk.” It’s funny in the manner of an old “SNL” ad, outrageous and ordinary at once. And then the

commercial jumps back to Mint’s commercial message before your stomach can turn too many times.

Turkish Airlines, “The Journey.” B-

I guess the message you’re supposed to take away from this is that Turkey is beautiful, exotic and a little

disorienting. Film star Sylvia Hoeks is luminous, and the line “A Film by Ridley Scott” intrigues. But all this is a
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30-second teaser for a 6-minute Scott film about Turkey you’re invited to go see online. On the one hand, I want

to go check it out. On the other hand, a Super Bowl ad should be able to function on its own.

Bud Light, “Special Delivery.” A

Continuing its medieval theme, Bud Light delivers what may be its best spot yet, a full-frontal assault on light-

beer rivals for their choice of ingredients in this eminently simple beverage. A barrel of corn syrup shows up at

the Bud Light castle/ brewery, a place that may be more advertiser’s invention than historical fact. “That’s not

ours. We don’t use corn syrup,” the monarch of lower calorie Budweiser says. Miller Lite does, says a woman.

And so the epic journey to correct the delivery mistake begins. At Miller Lite brewcastle, the travelers learn Lite

already had its delivery. “Try the Coors Light castle. They also use corn syrup,” the guy says. So: onward to, of

course, the mountains. Coors light guy is happy to see the barrel, then announces, “To be clear, we brew Coors

Light with corn syrup.” Positing a world with inter-light-beer cooperation is funny, and it’s even funnier to

subvert that with the central digit extended toward the competition the commercial is actually delivering.

SimpliSafe, “Fear is Everywhere.” B+

The hot action in tech these days is in smart homes, from digitally controlled colored light bulbs (meh) to DIY

home-security systems. To get its message of home security across, SimpliSafe shows a guy besieged by

warnings about the outside world, from porch pirates to things you shouldn’t eat to the dangers of your garage

door. Somebody watches too much TV news, in other words. But the change of tone when you enter the guy’s

house, protected by SimpliSafe products, gets the message across.

Pay TV series, “Handmaid’s Tale” and “Game of Thrones.” A

I don’t usually cover TV and movie ads in this roundup, but “The Handmaid’s Tale” on Hulu and especially

“Game of Thrones” on HBO killed it with misdirection ads. First, scenes from the Hulu series about a dystopia

where women are stripped of their personhood came as a jolt after an ad beginning by talking about things

being rosy in America for women. Even better, the “GoT” spot began with what was, for all intents and

purposes, a Bud Light ad, “Dilly Dilly” catchphrase and all. But the Bud Knight got knocked off his horse in a

joust -- and suddenly it was darkness and chaos, and a dragon breathed heavy overhead, seemingly wiping out

the entire ad scenario. Both of these were so effective because they started with standard Super Bowl

commercial tropes, HBO going so far as to enlist the cooperation of Bud Light.

T-Mobile, “We’ll Keep This Brief.” B+

In the first of a series of ads about texting and unlimited data plans, the pink-themed service carrier is sharp.

This one starts with a friend asking another how’s it going, and then there’s a wait, and then comes one of those

epic return texts you just don’t know how to deal with. The clue is right at the start, with the phrase, “Well, I’ve
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just been thinking a lot lately about my ‘journey.’” This is keenly observed, and T-Mobile punctuates it by

promising, for its own part, to be brief.

Google, “100 Billion Words.” B+

The company that knows way too much about us plays against that image with a feel-good message rooted in its

Google Translate service. More than 100 billion words get translated daily, the spot says, and they are on every

topic imaginable. But you know what is most translated? Yep, “‘How are you,’ ‘thank you’ and I love you.’”

Awwww. Now can I please have my privacy back?

Persil, “Deep Clean Level.” C

The laundry detergent company delivers a standard consumer-product ad that’s almost as exciting as a virtually

scoreless first half. Its most notable feature is that, like the very good Hyundai ad above, it begins with an

elevator operator. One more, and it’s a trend.

T-Mobile, “What’s For Dinner?” A-

Spot on, once again. In this one, a girlfriend asks her boyfriend where he wants to go for dinner. We see all his

responses as he types then deletes them, from exasperated to aggrieved to kind of snotty. Finally, he settles,

wisely, on “Whatever you want, bae.” And she responds “Sushi,” just as he predicted she would in the first

deleted text. Even better than the first one.

Turbo Tax, “RoboChild.” B

The do-it-at-home tax assistant really wants us to know that it has actual humans ready to help people using its

software. So it concocts a kinda-funny, kinda-creepy “robo-child,” who really wants to be a Turbo Tax CPA

helper when he grows up. Sorry, the humans explain. That’s for people. In reaction the machine kid gets the

emotions all wrong. The Turbo Tax message is clear and so is the one about not really trusting the robots.

Roomba, stop it!

NFL, “The 100 Year Game.” B

Convened for a 100th anniversary dinner, some of the NFL’s all-time greats are ready for a banquet dinner.

Then the ball gets knocked off the cake, Chicago Bears legend Mike Singletary yells “Fumble!” and all heck

breaks loose. There’s tackling, there’s throwing and catching, there are tables busted in two. And audience

members get to play along, trying to recognize people usually depicted in helmets. This makes the NFL seem
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like a lot of fun, men playing a kids game. At this troubled moment in its history, it’s an image the league is wise

to try to promote.

Kia Telluride, “Give It Everything.” B-

“Where can I get the ‘Hillbilly Elegy’ SUV?” somebody tweeted in response to this ad. That about sums it up. A

kid with a thick Southern accent stares into the camera talking about his “small Georgia town of complete

unknowns.” And as veteran Super Bowl ad viewers, you get the sense that you are heading toward Eminem and

Clint Eastwood and car-company manifesto territory. We learn that this town got a plant that is building the

new Kia Telluride, which looks to be a big SUV. “We hope to be known for what we do, what we build,” the kid

says. Maybe the town will even use some of the new money to build a road so that such a nice shiny vehicle

won’t have to keep driving through the river like that.

T-Mobile, “We’re Here For You.” B

In this amusing one, the texter says “I’m here for you,” and the phone owner responds with heartfelt thanks

because he’s been having a tough time. Eric Carmen’s “All By Myself” is the backdrop music. The first texter

turns out to be — his Lyft driver. And it looks like T-Mobile is giving away free Lyft rides on Tuesday.

Verizon, “The Team That Wouldn’t Be Here.” C+

For the second straight year, Verizon uses its ad buy to salute first responders, in this case the ones who helped

Chargers coach Anthony Lynn after a terrible car wreck. There’s a fine, touching story here, and what seem like

real emotions as Lynn is reunited with some of the first responders who helped him. I’m not sure, though, why

it’s Verizon’s place to tell this story. With the Microsoft heart-tugging ad that aired afterward, it ties in to a

special video-game controller the company makes. Verizon doesn’t even seem to be saying its equipment was

important in this rescue. In a later ad, we at least learn Verizon commits to the concept, producing a series of 12

such stories you can watch online, if having your heartstrings tugged by a phone company is your thing.

Google, “Job Search for Veterans.” B

This well-made spot begins with close-ups of numbers on forms. Folks in the military, “the 7 percent that keep

the rest of us safe,” know what those are, the narrator explains. And Google can help them find their next jobs,

which is a nice thought but maybe the people trying to keep highly trained people from quitting the military

don’t like it so much?

Bud Light, “Trojan Horse Occupants.” B+
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In more digs at Lite’s use of corn syrup, Bud Light gives us first medieval barbers, then guys in a Trojan horse.

They’re quick, one-joke scenarios, but the jokes are good — especially the barbers’ bowls — and they hammer

home the point about what the rival puts in its beer.

Burger King, “#EatLikeAndy.” A-

Yes, that really was Andy Warhol unwrapping a Whopper and trying to put ketchup on it. You can’t really

complain about Warhol, long dead, being co-opted for commercial purposes, like you might for other artists or,

indeed, for beloved cult films. Warhol, after all, made his whole career about embracing and playing with

consumerism, and you can still buy Warhol-branded tchotchkes galore in museum gift shops. And give Burger

King credit for finding this footage, reportedly filmed in 1982 for the film “66 Scenes from America.” I’m sure

Heinz ketchup is grateful, too, given how prominently its bottle is featured.

T-Mobile, “Dad?!” B-

In this end of the series, dad, we learn, is texting a request for lasagna recipes to his kid, who has to break it to

him that this isn’t Google. It’s a little hard on the olds, but, yeah, sure, there probably are dads who don’t quite

grasp the whole internet concept. There are also probably just as many dads who would mess around with their

kid by pretending to be clueless in this way. Viewed through that lens, the ad is even funnier.

Washington Post, “Democracy Dies in the Darkness.” B+

The press takes for granted that people understand what it does, how it does it and why it’s important. And this

neglect of the PR side of things can lead to an awful lot of people misbelieving an awful lot of things about

conscientious news organizations. This expensive gambit by Jeff Bezos’ newspaper uses Tom Hanks (who

played legendary Post editor Ben Bradlee in “The Post”) as narrator. His message is of journalistic sacrifice --

we cover important stories “no matter the cost” -- and the importance of making it. “Knowing helps us decide,

knowing keeps us free,” Hanks intones, as the video shows the Statue of Liberty. It’s not the lightest touch, and

the ad doesn’t get into the how-we-do-it part of things. But as The New York Times did in the game last year, it’s

nice to have somebody standing up for us.

MORE COVERAGE: Super Bowl music review: An empty-calorie display of corporate-pop
competence from Maroon 5 »

2019 Super Bowl commercials: 5 best and 5 worst »

The 5 greatest Super Bowl commercials of modern times »

Super Bowl ad flops: Here are 5 commercials that totally backfired »
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MARKETING

Bud Light’s ‘Game of Thrones’
mashup and anti-corn-syrup stance
net marketing gold
Jousting and jesting, the brand garnered the bulk of the Super Bowl’s social media

impressions. However, its barbs targeting rival breweries earned it criticism as well as

positive buzz.



By Beki Winchel 

@bekiweki 

Feb. 5, 2019
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The New England Patriots emerged once again as Super Bowl champions, but Bud Light claimed the big

game’s marketing victory.

The Anheuser-Busch InBev brand grabbed viewers’ attention with its partnership with HBO’s “Game of

Thrones.” In the ad, the beer’s Bud Knight—along with an arena of watchers—gets vanquished in

gruesome fashion:

Bud Light
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The Drum reported:

One of the most talked about brands, Bud Light, brought its Bud Knight into the fantasy world in its

crossover spot with HBO’s Game of Thrones. Data from iSpot shows that ‘Jousting’ earned more

than 170m social impressions by the middle of the third quarter.

Adweek reported:

Additionally, the minute-long Bud Light and HBO collaboration to help promote the �nal season of

 Game of Thrones received plaudits on social media, with statistics from Brandwatch indicating that

as of 6 pm EST, the light-beer brand had 57,000 mentions across Facebook, Instagram, Reddit and

Twitter.

What’s more, its share of the conversation spiked several times during the course of the evening’s

proceedings, with its largest increase in social mentions—the largest mention spike of any brand

during the game—occurring immediately after its Game of Thrones collaboration. Brandwatch data

shows that social-media reaction to this 60-second spot lasted two minutes, generating a total of

4,600 social mentions across platforms.

Bud Light’s collaboration with “Game of Thrones” wasn’t the only marketing message from the beer

brand to incite conversation, however.

[RELATED: We're recognizing the brightest minds in digital marketing and social media.]

In another ad, Bud Light touted its brew’s ingredients with a snarky narrative about its shunning of corn

syrup:

@budlight

The Bud Light and @GameofThrones worlds collide 
#ForTheThrone.

838 11:53 PM - Feb 3, 2019

338 people are talking about this
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The spot was a continuation of Bud Light’s recent marketing campaign highlighting its ingredients.

Fortune reported:

While also taking aim at two smaller competitors, Bud Light was using the Super Bowl commercial to

highlight the fact that as of this month it lists its ingredients on its packaging. Such labeling isn’t

required for alcoholic beverages, though many brands include calories and other nutritional

information. Bud Light says it’s the �rst beer company to list ingredients in the U.S. “We think it is

good for the beer industry as a whole to be transparent about what’s in your beer,” Andy Goeler, vice

president of marketing for Bud Light, told USA TODAY. “Just as important as what’s in is what’s not

in our beer. … No corn syrup, no preservatives, no arti�cial �avors.”

Bud Light’s social media team spread that message in the brand’s responses to Twitter users:

Bud Light
@budlight

To be clear, Bud Light is not brewed with corn syrup, and Miller 
Lite and Coors Light are.

7,043 7:58 PM - Feb 3, 2019

2,393 people are talking about this

Nate Blogg
@BarstoolNate

I didn't know I cared about corn syrup until now
399 7:57 PM - Feb 3, 2019

34 people are talking about this

Bud Light
@budlight

That's why we think you deserve to know your beer's 
ingredients.

22 8:41 PM - Feb 3, 2019

See Bud Light's other Tweets

Nate Blogg @BarstoolNate · Feb 3, 2019
I didn't know I cared about corn syrup until now
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Many Twitter users poked fun at the campaign:

Darren Rovell
@darrenrovell

Really confused on Bud Light promoting No Corn Syrup. Was 
the ad dreamed up by the people who gave us Organic 
Gatorade?

895 8:06 PM - Feb 3, 2019

194 people are talking about this

maya kosoff
@mekosoff

who are the light beer drinkers who care deeply about the 
presence or absence of corn syrup in their light beers

1,024 10:20 PM - Feb 3, 2019 · Brooklyn, NY

92 people are talking about this

Lifelong LSU basketball fan
@JasonKirkSBN

Trying to tell america that corn syrup is bad is a bold choice
189 7:59 PM - Feb 3, 2019

37 people are talking about this

Nick Confessore
@nickconfessore

I didn’t know beer had corn syrup or that I was supposed to 
care.

2,040 10:43 PM - Feb 3, 2019

277 people are talking about this

Alex Griswold
@HashtagGriswold

I’d like to see the Venn diagram of Bud Light consumers and 
people who care about corn syrup
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Miller Lite and MillerCoors responded to Bud Light’s snark with their own zingers:

Hey Bud Light, thanks for including us in our �rst Super Bowl ad in over 20 years. You forgot two

things though… we have more taste and half the carbs! #itsmillertime

— Miller Lite (@MillerLite) February 4, 2019

The New York Times reported:

6,148 8:28 PM - Feb 3, 2019

1,125 people are talking about this

MillerCoors
@MillerCoors

At MillerCoors, we're proud of our high-quality, great-tasting 
beers. We're also proud that none of our products include any 
high fructose corn syrup, while a number of Anheuser-Busch 
products do. And Miller Lite has fewer calories, fewer carbs and 
more taste than Bud Light.

2,485 8:13 PM - Feb 3, 2019

930 people are talking about this
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“It was interesting they went for a broad brand play there and actually attacked their competitors,”

said Jon Haber, co-founder of the ad agency Giant Spoon. “They did it in a funny and cute way.” The

aim seemed to be to “put that little seed of doubt in there” for consumers in stores, who are deciding

between the three brands, he said.

“Pepsi and Coke have done it to each other for years,” Mr. Haber said of the jab. “It’s a tried-and-true

tradition.”

However, the sassy commercial, combined with its partnership with “Game of Thrones,” helped Bud

Light emerge as Super Bowl LIII’s marketing winner.

Adweek reported: “Bud Light was the most-mentioned brand in posts related to the Super Bowl, with

about 22,500 mentions.” The runner-up, Pepsi, accumulated 17,800 social media mentions.

Several other brewers and a liquor brand jumped onto the “no corn syrup” bandwagon:

HEINEKEN USA
@HeinekenUSACorp

For those keeping score, no corn syrup in our beer  ¯\_(ツ)_/
¯ #SuperBowl

40 8:05 PM - Feb 3, 2019

16 people are talking about this
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Wiley Roots Brewing Company
@wileyroots

Hey @abinbev, we don’t use corn syrup either 
...or corn flakes 
...or corn sugar 
...or rice#ABeerWithBeer

23 8:28 PM - Feb 3, 2019 · Colorado, USA

See Wiley Roots Brewing Company's other Tweets

Samuel Adams Beer
@SamuelAdamsBeer

No corn syrup AND no rice. #barley #hops #water #yeast
820 7:58 PM - Feb 3, 2019

226 people are talking about this
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Hoping to grab 15 minutes seconds of fame, social media managers for Perrier and Franks RedHot also

tweeted about their abstaining from the oft-maligned ingredient:

Revival Brewing Co
@revivalbrewing

Not brewing with corn syrup is so last year. #budlight 
#SuperBowl

14 8:03 PM - Feb 3, 2019 · Cranston, RI

See Revival Brewing Co's other Tweets

BACARDI
@BACARDI

We don’t use #cornsyrup either, in case you were wondering 
164 10:06 PM - Feb 3, 2019

56 people are talking about this

Perrier USA
@PerrierUSA
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Though Bud Light’s corn syrup ad won it headlines and conversation, it reaped backlash along with the

Twitter snark.

Corn syrup? We can't relate.
3,170 10:41 PM - Feb 3, 2019

337 people are talking about this

Frank's RedHot
@FranksRedHot

yooo peep the label - we don’t have any corn syrup either 
pic.twitter.com/tJOM77Dpzb

1,131 10:34 PM - Feb 3, 2019

119 people are talking about this

Bud Light @budlight · Feb 3, 2019
To be clear, Bud Light is not brewed with corn syrup, and Miller Lite 
and Coors Light are.
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The National Corn Growers Association lashed out at the beer brand and said farmers were

“disappointed” in the message:

Individual corn farmers also criticized the brewer, with one tweeting a video in which he pours Bud Light

down the drain:

National Corn (NCGA)
@NationalCorn

.@BudLight America’s corn farmers are disappointed in you. Our 
office is right down the road! We would love to discuss with you 
the many benefits of corn! Thanks @MillerLight and @CoorsLite 
for supporting our industry.

Bud Light @budlight
To be clear, Bud Light is not brewed with corn syrup, and Miller Lite 
and Coors Light are.

9,370 8:24 PM - Feb 3, 2019

5,539 people are talking about this
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Ryan Dale Bivens
@bivensfarms

Here’s to your NO corn Syrup added #Budlight
36 9:50 PM - Feb 3, 2019

See Ryan Dale Bivens's other Tweets

Kevin Ross
@krossfarms

Thoroughly disappointed in the aftertaste   @budlight  after the 
#SuperBowl commercial...  #dumpdillydilly #yourecutoff

3,919 10:01 PM - Feb 3, 2019

2,033 people are talking about this
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Fortune reported:

Bud Light’s “Special Delivery” commercial dragged Miller Lite and Coors Light for using corn syrup in

their beers, a move meant to portray Bud’s simple ingredients — water, barley, rice and hops — as

superior. But corn farmers weren’t amused by the implication that corn syrup is unhealthy or

undesirable.

Bloomberg reported:

Anheuser-Busch said it “fully supports” corn growers and will continue to invest in the industry. “Bud

Light’s Super Bowl commercials are only meant to point out a key difference in Bud Light from some

other light beers,” it said in a statement.
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 [clicks.aweber.com]

February 7, 2019

Surprising Draft Stats from Super Bowl '19

Dear Client:

Here's another twist in Bud Light's campaign to crush Miller Lite and Coors Light via #CornGate: According to BeerBoard 
insights, which tracks $1 billion worth of draft sales across top-volume accounts like Buffalo Wild Wings, Applebee's, Hooters 
and more, Bud Light only grew a little bit on Game Day, while Miller Lite and Coors Light were up double digits on premise.

Overall, draft volume for the BeerBoard universe grew almost 6% (it was up double digits last year -- a testament to how lame 
the game was). 

LIGHT BEER RULED GAME DAY. Still, light beer had a damn impressive showing during the Big Game: According to the 
universe that BeerBoard tracks, Bud Light was up 4.6%, while Miller Lite was up 18.1%, and Coors Light was up 20%. Overall, 
light lagers were up almost 18% for the day.

This was much better than light lagers showing in Super Bowl 2018, where all three big brands were down, with Bud Light and 
Coors Light down double digits (-11% and -26%, respectively). 

LAGERS DOWN... BUD DOWN BIG. But just lagers, meanwhile, were down 13%. Budweiser was reportedly down a whopping 
48.9%.

BUT MEXICAN LAGERS -- ESP MODELO -- WERE UP. Luckily, Mexican lagers were there to help combat that trend, with 
Modelo up 37.4% and Dos Equis up 4.1%. 

BUT CORONA WAS DOWN -12.6% over 2018 (where last year it had been up 16% during The Big Game).

BeerBoard's JC Whipple put that into context: "Though the brand realized a loss over its 2018 performance, the decrease was 
in line with the overall Lager decrease (-13.1%). It also moved up to the #9 Lager (from #12 in 2018)."

BIGGEST MOVERS IN GAME TOWNS. In New England, lagers were up almost 12% over 2018, driven by Samuel Adams 
Boston Lager's 28% jump. 

In Los Angeles, Light Lager was the biggest mover (+11.8%) and was led by a massive spike in Miller Lite volume (+88%). 

CRAFT DIPS BIG TIME. Despite Boston Lager's jump, as we reported in yesterday's CBD, craft took a surprising dip in this
data. 
The company reported that craft was down 7% overall across their draft coverage footprint, compared to 2018. More 
shockingly, "local craft was down by a wider margin, falling 17% over last year's game." A function of more people drinking at
owned-premise taprooms? Who knows. 

(Curious how craft did last Super Bowl? Much better: for 2018's Big Game, BeerBoard tracked craft up 6% over 2017's game.) 

A-B's ANDY GOELER ON DISTRIBUTOR TOUR TO EXPLAIN #CORNBERATE

A-B's chief of Bud Light, veteran beer marketer Andy Goeler, is on a national tour of distributors to explain the reasoning
behind the ad castigating Miller Lite and Coors Light for using corn syrup, we're told by sources.

First, as predicted, A-B did focus-group the heck out of this ad, and found that consumers generally don't differentiate 
between high fructose corn syrup and corn syrup, and that it is a major triggering point in choosing brands to purchase, 
particularly among women.

Andy also tells distributors that while A-B tested this thoroughly, they also war-gamed every possible response or backlash. 

For instance, if MillerCoors comes back and points out that A-B uses corn syrup in certain brands (as they have), A-B says yes
but we use it in our budget brands like Busch and Natty, because we pass the savings by using cheaper ingredients onto the 
consumer (as they have).

If this campaign doesn't move the needle for Bud Light, Andy says they have at least three other ad campaigns to fall back on.

What about the Bud Light Knight -- is he really dead?  HBO's Game of Thrones reportedly insisted that he be killed, but Andy 
points out that there are mystical forces in GOT whereby knights can be brought back to life. So stay tuned on that. 

Andy also reportedly hinted that the ingredients play isn't over.  They have explored pointing out the differences between 6 
and 2 row barley, and how they source their hops from farms in Bavaria (Hallertau and Williamette) with the actual farmers 
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discussing why their hops are special. Stay tuned, it's getting more interesting by the minute.

ED. NOTE:  As you can see, we keep making up new hashtags for this story.  Submit yours to hs@beernet.com
[clicks.aweber.com].  If yours wins, we'll send you a BBD t-shirt.

IMPORTS FLAT IN NOVEMBER, SIX OF THE TOP TEN SOURCE COUNTRIES DOWN DOUBLE DIGITS

After posting a 9.3% gain in September, import shipments have slowed down considerably.

Import shipments were down 1% in October, and down 0.1% in November, per latest Beer Institute estimates.

Note: the November import report from the BI is about a month late, due to the partial government shutdown. And "it's 
unclear" when the BI will receive the numbers for December.

Only two of the top ten countries grew shipments during November: Mexico (#1) and Italy (#7). Imports from Mexico and 
Italy both grew double-digits during the month, up 10.9% and 15.1%, respectively. But that simply isn't enough when six of the 
top ten source countries are down double-digits during the month.

So how has this slow moving couple of months affected the YTD trend? Well, in September, the YTD trend stood at +5.1%, but
after the two down months, the YTD trend now sits at +4.1%. 

Nevertheless, BI chief economist Michael Uhrich notes that the 4.1% trend through November 2018 is still "nearly a full point 
stronger than during the same period in 2017."

CBMTRA EXCISE TAX RELIEF REINTRODUCED IN THE SENATE IN HOPES TO MAKE IT PERMANENT

The excise tax relief that our nation's breweries, distilleries, wineries, and cideries currently enjoy, thanks to Congress passing 
the Craft Beverage Modernization and Tax Reform Act in December 2017, is set to expire as soon as 2020 rolls around. 

A broad group of trade associations representing bev alc suppliers are giving it everything they got to ensure this relief is 
permanent, or at least extended.

Yesterday, the Craft Beverage Modernization and Tax Reform Act (CBMTRA) was reintroduced in the U.S. Senate. Sponsoring 
the bill were two familiar faces – Senators Ron Wyden (D-OR) and Roy Blunt (R-MO) – the same two Senators that 
reintroduced the legislation in 2017. 

As a refresher, "the legislation introduced today would keep the federal excise tax on beer at $3.50 per barrel on the first
60,000 barrels for domestic brewers producing fewer than 2 million barrels annually," writes Beer Institute chief Jim
McGreevy. Today's legislation will also "maintain the current rate of $16 per barrel on the first 6 million barrels for all other 
brewers and beer importers as well as keeping the federal excise tax at $18 per barrel for all barrelage above 6 million."

In response to yesterday's news, the heads of various trade associations expressed their gratitude for the original legislation, 
championed what it has done for their industry, and urged Congress to make it permanent. 

We'll keep an eye on the progress of this legislation. The BI said they "expect the House of Representatives to introduce 
companion legislation next week." Stay tuned.

BUD LIGHT'S LATEST IN #CORNSYRUPGATE: A RESPONSE FROM KING JOHN BARLEY IV: "WE LOVE 
CORN TOO!" BUT...

We've fielded many responses in the wake of Bud Light's Super Bowl ad grenade launched at the Miller Lite and Coors Light 
camp, for the latter using corn syrup in brewing. 

In response to the maelstrom of MillerCoors' responding in everything from their social media channels to a full page ad in the 
New York Times [see BBD 02-05-2019 [clicks.aweber.com]], and even several mainstream media outlets explaining how beer 
is actually brewed, effectively short-circuiting the argument for those who cared to pay attention to such details: The Bud Light 
team has a volley back.

It's from the Bud Light king himself, John Barley IV, who took to their social media channels yesterday to deliver this scroll-
written message:

"You know, I just wanted to return some corn syrup to its rightful owners and here we are ... sorry was it a secret or
something? 

In the Bud Light kingdom we love corn too! Corn on the cob, corn bread, popcorn ... we just don't brew with the syrup 
(what you also call "dextrose"). 

My royal accountant actually tried to get me to brew with corn syrup to save money. But, even though corn syrup is less
expensive, we brew with rice, along with the finest hops, barley, and water, because I'm the King and it's not my job to
save money." 

That's most of it. But if you'd like to zoom in, here's the full effect:
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Until tomorrow,

Harry, Jenn, and Jordan

"The trouble with normal is it always gets worse."
- Bruce Cockburn

 [clicks.aweber.com]

---------- Sell Day Calendar ----------
Today's Sell Day: 5
Sell days this month: 20
Sell days this month last year: 20
This month ends on a: Thurs.
This month last year ended on a: Wed.
YTD sell days Over/Under:  +1

READING ON YOUR SMARTPHONE?  
Save yourself the inbox real estate and download our app.  

MAKE YOURSELF HEARD
Your opinions count, send feedback and tips to:

https://beernet.com/hotline.php [clicks.aweber.com]

NEED TO REACH US? 
Harry Schuhmacher, Publisher & Editor - hs@beernet.com
Jenn Litz-Kirk, Executive Editor, Beer - jenn@beernet.com

Jordan Driggers, Associate Editor - jordan@beernet.com
Jessica Lopez, Customer Service - jessica@beernet.com 

SUBSCRIBE OR CHECK BACK ISSUES
www.beernet.com 

FOLLOW US ON:

 [clicks.aweber.com]

[clicks.aweber.com] [clicks.aweber.com]

(c) 2019 BeerNet Communications, Inc. - All rights reserved.  Please, no forwarding or copying.  Individual subscriptions $690/year.   Corporate rates 
available. 

Mailing address: 909 NE Loop 410, Suite 720
San Antonio, TX 78209

210-805-8006
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Bud Light Is ‘Very Happy’ With All the Corn Syrup
Controversy

Miller Lite and Coors Light were upset that Bud Light called out their ingredients

during the Super Bowl.

MIKE POMRANZ February 28, 2019

Most people have forgotten about the Super Bowl (there was a lot of defense!)

but in the beer world, a campaign launched by Bud Light is still resonating. In

Courtesy of AB InBev
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those ads, America’s best-selling beer brand called out its two top competitors,

Coors Light and Miller Lite, for using corn syrup — an ingredient that is actually

pretty innocuous. The corn industry was upset, and needless to say, the other

beer brands were upset — to the point where MillerCoors pulled out of a beer

alliance formed by America’s largest brewers to work together to boost the beer

industry as a whole.

The campaign clearly ruf�ed some feathers, and obviously, that was part of the

point. But one of the issues with these ads wasn’t that they were attack ads, but

that they were vague attack ads, leaving plenty of ambiguity as to why corn syrup

was being villainized at all.

So what's the “dilly” with corn syrup? And did Anheuser-Busch InBev — the maker

of Bud Light — anticipate such negative fallout? Bud Light’s VP of Marketing Andy

Goeler spoke with me at length about these and other issues. I’ve presented the

majority of our discussion below (with only small edits for length and clarity).

Mike Pomranz: What is wrong with corn syrup?

Andy Goeler: Let me give a little background. Before the Super Bowl ad, we

started with an announcement that we were going to put an ingredient label on

all our packaging, and it was based solely on wanting to be very transparent about

what we put into Bud Light. And it was really all based on lots of consumer

learning. It's pretty clear: You can walk around a grocery store and every product

category is providing not only nutritional labels, but most of them call out certain

components… They put it on the front of their packaging. So in our learning, what

was just as powerful when we started to talk to consumers about what we put

into Bud Light, was what we don't put in the Bud light…. People started to react to

corn syrup, they started to react to no preservatives, and they started to react to

no arti�cial �avors. These are things that consumers on their own had

perceptions — for whatever reason — that these were ingredients they preferred

not to consume if they didn't have to. So it was pretty clear to us what to

highlight. If you look at our packaging, we highlight all three of those. No corn

syrup. No arti�cial �avors. No preservatives. It was purely driven by consumer

desire.
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MP: But for these ads, you decided to focus on corn syrup instead of no

preservatives or things like that. Why do you think consumers see corn syrup as

something they don't want?

AG: I think it's probably an ingredient that some prefer not to consume is the

simple answer... So consumers are the ones that are saying, “Wow, I prefer not

putting preservatives [in my beer].”… Some people don't care. They're �ne with it,

but some consumers — for their own personal reasons — have concluded that

they prefer not putting something like corn syrup, if they had a choice, into their

body.

MP: But how much of this hatred towards corn syrup do you think are

misconceptions about corn syrup. For instance, let’s speci�cally latch onto high-

fructose corn syrup. You and I know there's a difference between these two

ingredients, but a lot of customers don't. Did you mean to kind of tacitly imply

that these two products have similarities when you focused on corn syrup?

AG: No. Absolutely not. Absolutely not. And I disagree with your point about

consumers not knowing. I think you're underestimating the young consumer base

out there. These people are very tuned in to ingredients. Very, very tuned into it.

They know what they are. They know what they want to consume and what they

don't want to consume. Not all of them, but a large percentage of them. We're not

trying to confuse anybody. These are things that the consumer said they prefer

not having if they had a choice.

MP: So along those lines, assuming the consumer is educated, another

implication of corn syrup is the GMO concern. I don't want to get into the

debate over whether GMO is good or bad, but did Bud Light intentionally mean

to tacitly highlight this GMO concern in these corn syrup ads?

AG: No.

MP: So GMO was never part of the discussion in choosing to focus on corn

syrup?
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AG: No, not at all. Not at all. It’s simply about transparency. It's simply about

providing information to consumers so they have the ability to choose products

based on what is in and what’s out of the product. And it all originated from

talking to lots of consumers. They told us that. And listen, [Anheuser-Busch

InBev] uses corn syrup in our value brands.

MP: That's my next question actually. Isn't there a sort of double-standard in

highlighting corn syrup in your competitors, but then using it in some of your

other products?

AG: I don't think so. Two things. Number one, [corn syrup] is a less expensive

ingredient, and we charge a lot less for our value brands. Number two, we've

provided that information. We have a site — TapIntoYourBeer.com — which, I

think it's been out there for about �ve years, that lists every one of our products

and what ingredients are in there. So this is focused on Bud Light.

MP: So let's focus on Bud Light, because the other thing that's been brought up

is that Bud Light uses rice. So is there any sort of qualitative difference between

using rice versus using corn syrup?

AG:  First of all, again, we're very transparent, obviously. That's our whole mission

here, is to be transparent about all the ingredients in Bud Light. Rice is a critical

component of this recipe. It's an agricultural product. It’s whole grain rice. It's

very expensive, and it's what gives Bud Light its crispness…. Corn syrup, I think, is

a processed ingredient. It’s a less costly ingredient. So again, we use it in brands

where we charge less money. But it's important, as we deliver transparency to the

consumer, to let them know, again, what the differences are in some of the beer

choices that they're making — because they haven't had access to the

information.

MP: But if you're worried about transparency, though, aren't you worried that

the consumer might be con�ating information when it comes to corn syrup

versus high-fructose corn syrup, for instance?
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AG: Not at all. There’s been more searches on Google for corn syrup than ever

before. So anyone that might be confused as to what it is, these days, people, if

there is anything they don’t understand, they Google it.

MP: Doesn't the fact that there's more Google searches for it now prove that

people didn't quite know what it was and that they need to look it up after the

fact?

AG: Yeah, and I think that’s awesome. The whole intent was to start a

conversation about ingredients in beer. Beer is going through a challenging time

right now as an industry. It's critical for us, as the lead brand, to make sure that

we're providing the right things to consumers. Things that they expect. Things

that are important to them. And, again, we've learned that one thing that's very

critical to consumers is ingredients transparency, and it's not only what’s in

products, but it's also what's not in products. The beer industry, we're behind.

We're way behind. Other categories have been doing this for quite a while. So

we've taken the big move of communicating it. And as the lead brand, some of

these conversations are tough. There's no question about it. But, we wanted to

start the conversation so people are aware — people have the opportunity to

search — and make decisions based on information. And mission accomplished.

It's happening beautifully.

MP: Well, let's talk about beer being a tough space because the other big story

that's broken recently is Molson Coors has pulled out of this beer alliance. Did

you guys anticipate them not being happy with this campaign?

AG: We anticipated this would be a tough conversation — because it's new

information that we're putting out here for the �rst time. So we anticipated it

would be tough. But it’s something that we had to do as an industry. We're

behind. We're so far behind. Beer must evolve to be able to keep up with all these

other options that these consumers have today. So this is a big move. It's a

leadership move. It's good for the beer category. So it’s all great.

MP: What, speci�cally, are you talking about as far as what sort of evolution

you are looking for?
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AG: When I talk about evolving it as a category, it's very similar to what many

other categories have already done. You walk up and down, you look at cereals,

cookies, candies, they all are providing very clear ingredients so consumers can

make an educated choice as to whether they want to choose this or that. So as a

beer category, we need to provide that level of transparency so they can make

that choice. And we will — as a company, as a beer brand — drive this thing

because it's best for the beer category. So if MillerCoors pulls out of the alliance,

we will proceed and move forward. It's too important to the beer category to not

accomplish this and get this done.

MP: What would you say to someone who saw the corn syrup ads and would call

it “fearmongering”?

AG: I would say it absolutely is not fearmongering. It’s transparency. We're being

so honest, and so open, and so transparent. This is not about fearmongering at all.

This is about honesty, openness, transparency. This is what's in our beer. This is

what's not in our beer. We're not trying to put any fear in there. There's people

that could care less about no preservatives and that's �ne... It's about really

giving information and choice. So this is as honest and as transparent as you can

get. There's no hidden thing going on here at all.

MP: This story has made some of the biggest waves I can remember in the beer

industry in a long time. Bud Light is the biggest brand of a big company called

Anheuser-Busch InBev. Are the higher-ups happy with how this whole thing has

played out?

AG: Yes. The answer is absolutely, we are very happy. I think, as a leader, if we're

truly leading— And we need to lead. We are the biggest beer company in the U.S.

We have the biggest beer brand in the U.S. Bud Light. We need to lead, and to do

that, we need to get into areas that might make people uncomfortable. But we

need to be pushing this thing forward. So we're in that area. We're in that area

where we're up against a lot of tough conversations going on. But in the end, it's

the right thing for the consumer. And we see that. So everyone here is extremely

onboard and pleased with where we are today, and we're going with this because

it's all based on what consumers want from us. And so, yes we're very happy.
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March 14, 2019
 

MillerCoors Believes it Can Win the
War Against A-B, Here's How

 
 

Dear Client:
 

It didn't take long for the corn talk to start at MillerCoors'
Distributor Convention in Tampa yesterday morning. We had our
first corn reference about 15 seconds in.  
 

Chief Gavin Hattersley cracked a joke as he took the stage to kick
things off, welcoming the crowd of 3,000 to MillerCoors'
"CORNvention." It was one of many early morning wisecracks from
Gavin. You could say he had a little spring in his step. 
 

He wasn't the only one, the majority of people up on the big screen
at MCDC seemed a little charged up. 
 

It was quite a contrast from the last time we saw MillerCoors brass
up on stage – that was their abbreviated distributor meeting during
NBWA in San Diego late last year. What explains the difference?
Besides a new year and new CMO, Michelle St. Jacques, the only big
event we can point to between now and then is CornGate. 
 

Indeed, Gavin sent his thanks to A-B. "Anheuser-Busch galvanized
all of you and all of our employees across the country," he told the

REDACTED
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crowd. 
 

While the attacks from A-B may have lit a fire in MillerCoors' belly,
Gavin insisted that they "will win in 2019 because of how we are
working together, the actions that we take. Not just because of what
[Anheuser-Busch] did to us."
 

What are these "actions" that Gavin and company are taking?
There's three big ones the top brass emphasized throughout the
meeting. 
 

1.    Move Faster
2.    Take More Risks
3.    Connect Better with Consumers
 

Gavin claimed they've executed on all three of these so far in 2019.
 

"Do we have more work to do? Absolutely we do. Is the war that
ABI started over? Not a chance. But what the past six weeks has
shown, is that we can win when we move faster. We can win when
we take more risks. We can win when we connect better with our
consumers. What the past six weeks has shown, is when we do that,
we can win the war."
 

THE STAR OF THE SHOW: SAINT ARCHER GOLD
 

There's plenty to get into from yesterday… the plans for Coors Light
and Miller Lite this year, of course; the forthcoming national ad
campaign for Peroni; the $26 million investment behind their new
FMB play, Cape Line; and some other new interesting innovations
they're currently testing. 
 

But before we dive into all that, let's get into what we believe was
the star of the show: Saint Archer Gold.
 

Pretty much everyone we spoke to at the conference believes the
brand is a winner. 
 

It was clear the craft light lager, which holds 95 calories and 2.6
carbs, was in hot demand. Distributors made a beeline to the Saint
Archer hut at the start of the brand showcase reception last night,
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as it was going quick during the welcome reception the night
before. 
 

Why do people consider Saint Archer Gold such a great
opportunity? "It's the brand's strong appeal with Michelob Ultra
and craft drinkers," said Tenth & Blake's VP of marketing and sales,
Paul Verdu.
 

"Many Ultra drinkers have defaulted to [Mich Ultra] because of the
carbs and calories, but now they'll have an option from a craft
brewer who connects more closely to their outlook on life," Paul
said on stage. "Plus, craft drinkers love the idea of a lighter
alternative that lets them stay in the craft segment."
 

Although it has craft attributes and a calorie/carb count identical to
Mich Ultra, Saint Archer Gold isn't just about moving beer drinkers
from one brand to another, he said. "Our research tells us that one-
third of Saint Archer Gold's volume will come from outside of beer."
 

As you know, the brand is currently limited to four test markets
right now -- Arizona, Austin, Indianapolis and Charlotte -- but
MillerCoors is going big in those four testing grounds, supporting
the brand at a "level equal to a $30 million-dollar national launch,"
Paul said. 
 

They've already "achieved significant distribution" in their "test
markets with major retailers," Paul said. These retailers are taking
on "multiple SKUs," and MillerCoors is "placing it and pricing it
with Mich Ultra," he said, "so we can take them head on." He closed
out saying, "We believe we can own this space and when we see that
play out in the test markets, we’ll move quickly to capitalize."
Much more from MCDC tomorrow. 
 

MILLERCOORS PROMISES "SMART" (AND FREE)
COORS LIGHT TAPS, "POWERED BY BUD LIGHT
NEGATIVITY" 
 

Later this month, bargoers at select accounts in New York,
Philadelphia, Dallas, Omaha and Las Vegas will be the beneficiaries
of the #CornGate saga. 
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It's MillerCoors' latest volley, delivered during its Tampa
convention: Smart Coors Light taps, "powered by Bud Light
negativity."  
 

"Each time Bud Light talks about Coors Light on social or broadcast
media, the tap handle illuminates, signaling that each legal-age
patron will get a free Coors Light," the company wrote on its Behind
the Beer blog [clicks.aweber.com]. 
 

The promo launches March 22, at the outset of the national college
basketball tournament. (Besides the select cities, "a simplified
version also will be available more broadly," blog promises.) 
"When they bring hate, we will literally bring light," said Ryan Reis,
VP of the Coors brand family. "The more Bud Light talks, the more
we refresh."
 

HOW THE HECK WILL THEY KNOW? According to the blog,
they'll be tracking these mentions in real time.  
 

A-B's senior director of corporate communications, Josh Gold, had
a response.
 

"Free beer is a good thing. So is talking about the ingredients inside
of beer. We continue to remain focused on transparency because we
know that is what consumers are looking for. Knowing what is and
isn't in your beer – whether you paid for it or not – can only be
good for the beer industry overall."
 
 

Until tomorrow,
 

Harry, Jenn, and Jordan
 
 

"I never did give anybody hell. I just told the truth, and they
thought it was hell." - Harry S Truman
 


---------- Sell Day Calendar ----------
Today's Sell Day: 10
Sell days this month: 21
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Sell days this month last year: 22
This month ends on a: Fri.
This month last year ended on a: Fri.
YTD sell days Over/Under:  -1
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Exhibit 24 
 

This exhibit consists of an audiovisual file.  A copy 
of the audiovisual file will be submitted to the 
Court via letter as soon as practicable. 
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Exhibit 25 
 

This exhibit consists of an audiovisual file.  A copy 
of the audiovisual file will be submitted to the 
Court via letter as soon as practicable. 
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Bud Light marketing exec: Corn syrup ads a response to
customer feedback

webcache.googleusercontent.com/search

Enlarge
The ad that started the beer industry rift: Bud Light's Super Bowl TV ad.

Anheuser-Busch image

 
By Patrick Leary  – Reporter, Milwaukee Business Journal
Mar 3, 2019, 8:00am CST

Bud Light's advertising has focused on medieval characters for awhile now, but never
before had the Bud Knight or the King and Queen discussed specific ingredients.

That changed during this year's Super Bowl, when one of Bud Light's spots featured the
King and his court journeying to both the Miller Lite and Coors Light "castles" to deliver a
giant barrel of corn syrup. The message of the ad, called "Special Delivery" was clear: Bud
Light doesn't use corn syrup in its beer, and Miller Lite and Coors Light do, therefore, you
should drink Bud Light.

The ads have drawn considerable backlash from across the beer industry, most notably
from MillerCoors, who have pushed back against the ads for weeks and recently pulled
out of a planned marketing alliance with Bud Light-parent Anheuser-Busch InBev
because of the messaging.
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Related coverage: MillerCoors CEO calls Bud Light corn syrup ad a 'gift'

In the wake of MillerCoors' escalating response to the ads, Andy Goeler, the vice
president of marketing for Bud Light, caught up with the Milwaukee Business Journal to
discuss ingredient transparency and some tough conversations he believes the beer
industry needs to have. Goeler also insisted the backlash won't slow the corn syrup
campaign, which will continue until it reaches "a certain level of saturation."

Enlarge
Bud Light’s Vice President of Marketing Andy Goeler

Anheuser-Busch InBev

What was the strategy behind highlighting corn syrup in the ad?

"It started with our announcement in January, where we were going to be the first to put
an ingredient label on our packaging. The whole initiative started with the desire and
intent to be transparent about the ingredients we put into Bud Light.

"If you walk around a grocery store, you'll see ingredient labeling on pretty much every
product category in the store. If you look at beer, quite frankly, we're behind. We haven't
been providing ingredient transparency. That's something that's very important to
today's consumer. As the lead brand, Bud Light, we decided, let's move forward and try
to elevate beer as a category by providing something very important to consumers,
ingredient transparency.

"As we talked to many consumers about beer ingredients, what's in beer, what's not in
beer, we learned that things like no corn syrup, no artificial flavoring, no preservatives
were as important to many consumers as to what was in the beer, which is why we
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decided, in addition to providing information about what was in our beer, we're also
going to be transparent about what's not in our beer. That started with our Super Bowl
ad."

So you arrived at corn syrup, along with artificial flavoring and preservatives,
through market testing?

"It was totally based on consumer feedback and consumer insight. Those were three
things that were of interest to enough beer drinkers that we wanted to highlight those
things. They were important to them to know as they were making choices in a beer. It
really was about all three of them, and if you look at our packaging, we put that
information right on our packaging for people to see.

"It's really rooted in being open, transparent and giving consumers the information that
they want when they choose products."

When you're putting together a campaign like this that's going to directly target
your top competitors, how do you balance the desire to work collaboratively to
raise the category as a whole with the necessity to be competitive?

"We wanted to start a conversation about beer ingredients. That was very important for
us. It links back to the approach of us wanting to elevate beer as a category. We wanted
to start a conversation to put some focus on beer ingredients. Sometimes, as the leader,
you have to have some tough conversations. That's what's going on.

"There's more searches for beer ingredients going on right now than we've ever had
before. People are looking, and I think that's a very positive thing for the industry. These
are tough conversations and they've got a back-and-forth. That's what we expect. We will
continue to drive this whole conversation forward because we think it's good for the
industry. So, we're not going to back down."

Has the response to the ads been what you expected? Has anything surprised you?

"It's pretty much what we expected. Like I said, as you lead, you're going to get into these
areas where you've got to have these tough conversations. We expected it. We think, as
we've gone through it, we're very happy. The searches for beer ingredients, like I said
earlier, are at an all-time high, and that we think is a victory for the beer category, as
people are looking into what kind of ingredients are in beers that they choose or don't
choose. That's good. It's right in line with what we expected."

What is the future of the corn syrup ads on television?

"We will continue to run content focusing on ingredient transparency. We'll continue to
run the current content until it starts to reach a certain level of saturation. We think it has
a ways to go. Once it reaches that, like we do all the time, we'll start putting new pieces of
content in. That's an ongoing piece of managing the brand."
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3/27/2019 MillerCoors Sues Anheuser-Busch Over ‘Misleading’ Bud Light Ad - The New York Times

https://www.nytimes.com/2019/03/21/business/miller-lite-bud-light-lawsuit.html 1/3

By Concepción de León

March 21, 2019

The king in a Super Bowl commercial for Bud Light may have “just wanted to return some corn
syrup to its rightful owners” in the Coors Light and Miller Lite castles, but MillerCoors, which
produces both beers, was not amused.

MillerCoors sued Anheuser-Busch on Thursday over the ad, claiming that it purposely misled
consumers into believing there is corn syrup in Coors Light and Miller Lite, when there is not.

The lawsuit, filed in United States District Court for the Western District of Wisconsin, comes
nearly two months after the ad for Bud Light first aired, on Feb. 3, sparking a feud between the
beer companies and anger from corn lobbyists. MillerCoors is asking for an injunction to stop
Anheuser-Busch from continuing to air the ad, which it calls “false and misleading.”

In the ad, the king of the Bud Light Castle mistakenly receives a barrel of corn syrup and travels
far across the land to deliver it to the correct address. When he and his companions arrive at the
Coors Light castle, its king says, “Looks like the corn syrup has come home to be brewed.” The
lawsuit claims that this statement, in particular, makes it seem as if corn syrup may be the only
ingredient in Coors Light.

“Anheuser-Busch is fearmongering over a common beer ingredient that’s used, by the way, in
many of its own beers as a fermentation aid,” Adam Collins, MillerCoors’s vice president of
communications, said on Thursday.

Corn syrup is listed as an ingredient in several Anheuser-Busch products, including Bon & Viv
Spiked Seltzer and Stella Artois Cidre, but the Super Bowl campaign focuses on Bud Light, which
is brewed using rice.

MillerCoors Sues Anheuser-Busch Over
ʻMisleadingʼ Bud Light Ad
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The campaign is “intended to point out a key difference from Miller Lite and Coors Light,”
Gemma Hart, the vice president of communications for Anheuser-Busch, said in a statement.
“Those beers are brewed with corn syrup; Bud Light is not. These are facts.”

While MillerCoors uses corn syrup in the fermentation process, the yeast consumes and breaks it
down, leaving no corn syrup in the final product, according to the lawsuit.

MillerCoors also claimed that Anheuser-Busch purposely conflated corn syrup and high-fructose
corn syrup, which the lawsuit said was “triggering” to consumers because high-fructose corn
syrup has been linked to obesity. Anheuser-Busch did this to “frighten consumers” into switching
to Bud Light, the lawsuit said.

“We believe that the deliberate deception is bad for the entire industry, and we’re filing this
lawsuit to show the world the truth,” Mr. Collins said.

Beer sales have been declining for several years in the United States, according to data from the
Beer Institute, an industry trade group. There had been talks between MillerCoors, Anheuser-
Busch, Heineken and Constellation Brands to launch a joint “Got Milk?”-like campaign to revive
beer sales, Mr. Collins said, but those discussions have stopped for now.

MillerCoors said in its lawsuit that there is no corn syrup in the final product of Miller
Lite and Coors Light. Craig Barritt/Getty Images for MAC Presents
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“Our view is it made no sense to waste time or money on an industry health campaign when the
industry leader was denigrating an ingredient that is widely used across the industry, including
Anheuser-Busch,” he said.

Anheuser-Busch is standing behind its campaign.

“MillerCoors’ lawsuit is baseless and will not deter Bud Light from providing consumers with the
transparency they demand,” Ms. Hart said. “We stand behind the Bud Light transparency
campaign and have no plans to change the advertising.”

A version of this article appears in print on March 22, 2019, on Page B6 of the New York edition with the headline: Anheuser-Busch Sued Over
Corn Syrup Ads
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